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Senate asks for three-day sections
Long

Monday-Wednesday classes waste campus space, SJSU officials say

By Deborah G. Guadan
Daily staff writer
A plan prohibiting the scheduling at most
75-minute Monday and Wednesday classes
was passed by the Academic Senate on Monday.
The resolution, which is aimed at reducing the high number of unused classrooms on
Fridays, still must be approved by President
Gail Fullerton.
The resolution, presented by faculty Sen.
Roy Young. states the present practice of
scheduling 50-minute class meetings Monday.
Wednesday and Friday and 75 -minute sessions
Tuesdays and Thursdays allows maximum use
of classrooms and any deviation from it denies
classes to students.
Classes offered Mondays and Wednesdays for 75 minutes disrupt a student’s sched

ules because in a two-hour period he can take
two 50-minute classes hut only one 75 -minute
class.
"The problem is its effect on students,"
Young said. "Without uniformity, dire things
can occur."
Because 75 -minute classes are scheduled
for Mondays and Wednesdays, there are 4.641
empty seats in both lecture and lab classrooms
Fridays from 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.. said Arlene Okerlund. interim academic vice president.
The resolution recommends departments
and schools schedule only 50-minute classes
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays front 7:30
a.m. to 12:20 p.m. Any exceptions, including
laboratory classes. selected graduate seminars
and others would li,ite to he approved by the
;lc:uterine vice president’s ot I ice

ing up space at peak hours makes it Dv. Olt Bentel Hall will have an impact on the
difficult Mr students to tomb school in a rea- nuniber of classrooms available, Auchard said.
sonable amount of time. Young said.
"I would support the resolution because it
Faculty Sen. Stephen Achtenhagen. a pro- deals with the heavy hours of 9:30 a.m. to
fessor of marketing and quantitative studies, 12:30 p.m, and is better than the status quo."
voted against the resolution because "market- Okerlund said.
ing students tell us overwhelmingly they don’t
Forty new instructors have been hired for
want Friday afternoon classes."
next semester. and 160 new sections will he
"We are not arguing against certain start created 11 the resolution is not passed soon,
and end times," said Space Management Di- there won’t he enough space for the new secrector Denny Auchard. "The purpose of the tions. she said.
guidelines is not to restrict schixils from three The resolution was developed after stuunit schedules hut to fully utilize our class- dents and faculty asked why some classes are
rooms.’’
being offered only on Mondays and WednesNo documentation has been shown which days. Young said.
proves students would not show up or Friday
The number of new spaces created by adafternoon classes, he said.
justing the schedule will depend on the number
The reconstruction of part of the Engi- of rooms affected, he said.
neering Building and the eventual closing oi
The resolution discourages schools from

’Without uniformity, dire
things can occur.’
Roy Young
faculty senator
scheduling 75 -minute classes on Mondays and
Wednesdays and will reduce the number of
unused seats on Friday, said faculty Sen. David
McNeil
However. it does nothing to change the
problem of overlapping classes in the afternoon, he said.
For now, the decision will deal with
morning classes, which are a more serious
problem, but it is .i compromise. 51cNeil said.

Movable
gate may be Low rider
installed

SJSU lacks G.E.
section choices

By Victor Manuel Inzunta
Daily staff writer
Movable gates set up along East
San Carlos Street between Seventh
Street and MacQuarrie Hall is one alternative the university administration
is considering in its efforts to lessen
pedestrian danger.
The gate under consideration,
which is similar to those at amusement
parks such as Seaworld or Disneyland,
would prevent people from jaywalking
by redirecting them to crosswalks, university police Chief Lew Schatz said
Tuesday.
"Probably somewhere between
70 percent and 80 percent of the people would flow with those barricades:
the other folks would tend to circumvent them," Schatz said. "No system
out there is going to he foolproof."
Schatz said it would cost about
$2,000 to buy the gates needed. He
said funding is not within the University Police Department’s budget, so
other funding would have to he found.
The ultimate goal of erecting the
barricades would be to cut down on the
possibility of accidents occurring on
the heavily -used street. Currently.
about 10.000 people cross the street
everyday, Schatz said.
SJSU administrators consider the
street a problem both in terms of the
high volume of pedestrian and vehicle
usage. Schatz said.
"I’m not an advocate of the philosophy ’you don’t have a problem
until somebody dies.’ " Schatz said.
"1 am a little more pro-active in terms
of I don’t think we need to have somebody injured out there before we take
action."
Schatz said safety problems arise
when students’ minds are preoccupied
and they’re not paying as much attention as they should he when crossing
the street.
Drivers also tend to forget that
students will step into the street at unmarked intersections, he said.
SJSU administrators have been
See STREET, back page

By Gene C. Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
Many students are having trouble
getting into general education classes
because of a shortage of class sections.
"It’s something we didn’t expect." said Leon Dorosz, associate
academic vice president for undergraduate studies. "No one’s to blame."
According to five department
chairmen, more than 1.000 students
m.cre denied enrollment in English.
iiurry , communications, anthropolop and religious studies classes.
The university budget allots only
enough funds to support 18.000 runtime equivalent students (ETES). Dorosz said.
Student enrollment tir this academic year surpasses the 18,000 figure
by 800. he said.
For budgetary purposes. FTES is
considered 15 units per term. Some
students enroll in fewer than IS.
According to the SJSU undergraduate catalog, the average cost is
determined by dividing the total number of FTES with the current Cal
budget. excluding financial aid to students.
All California State University
schools arc governed by this policy,
according to the catalog.
To alleviate the problem of limited sections, SJSU has hired 15 more
instructors. hut Dorost said this isn’t
enough to solve the problem for this
academic year.
"The instructors who don’t sacrifice quality admit more students (into
their classes)," Dorm/ said. "There’s
no more money in the pot."
In order to accommodate the increasing enrollment, a new budget to
support 19,000 FTES has been approved by the CSU Chancellor’s Office for the 1988-89 academic year, he
said.
Seventeen out of 19 CSU campuses are over-enrolled according to
the budget given to them by the chancellor’s office, Dorm, said.
SJSU’s English Department denied enrollment to about 300 students,

torn Carboline. a sophomore of undeclared
major, pops a wheelie on his its, -hits. teeny-

George Sakkestad Daily stall photographer
weeny second-hand "new" hike that he bought for
$1.75 at a thrift store on First Street.

Dormitories Breezeway’s asbestos air sample
receive OK meets standard, laboratory says
Written report due
for bunks
By Paige C. Borgel
Daily stall writer
Things are looking up for residents of Hoover and Moulder halls.
Starting this semester, they
will join the ranks of West Hall residents when Housing Operations’
maintenance department allows the
installation of hunk beds, giving
residence hall students the option of
more space in their rooms.
This new touch to many residence hall students’ rooms is courtesy of Housing Operations, which
has been remodeling one hall each
summer since the 1984-85 fiscal
year. said Willie Brown, director of
University Housing Services.
Renovated halls receive new
See REMODEL, back page

By Larry Argone and
Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily staff writers
An air sample taken from the Engineering Building Friday showed asbestos fiber levels were 100 times
lower than the California Occupation
Safety and Health Administration standards.
A Facilities Development and
Operations employee took the air sample Friday afternoon after a strip of asbestos was removed from a ceiling in
the building’s breezeway to install an
electrical conduit, said Mo Qayoumi.
director of Facilities Development and
Operations.
The breezeway was open to the
public immediately after the asbestos
was removed.
Qayoumi said his department was
not informed until after Mechanical
Asbestos Removal, Inc. had finished

the ail) and he had the air sample taken
to make sure the removal was done
properly.
Qayoumi said a staff member at
Micro-Chem Laboratories said the air
sample showed .002 asbestos fibers
per centiliter. He said he expects a
written report in two weeks.
Ralph Allen, acting district manager of Cal/OSHA’s San Jose office,
said the asbestos level in the breezeway is so low it may not be the result
of the removal of asbestos from the
ceiling, hut could even be the result of
asbestos released by the routine use of
car brakes.
Allen said California standards
require an employer to provide physical examinations, training and special
precautions when the amount of asbestos is between .1 and two fibers per
centiliter. At two fibers per centiliter.
an employer is required to provide respirators and protective clothing.
Stan Vaughn, division asbestos

coordinator for Facilities Development
and Operations, said he inspected the
breezeway after the asbestos was removed and didn’t see any asbestos residue.
"I also saw evidence (that the
room was sealed), but it is difficult to
ascertain from these two points that the
job was done properly." he said.
Vaughn said facilities has a detailed procedure for handling asbestos
removal, hut the department didn’t go
through all the steps it ordinarily takes
because it was informed after the fact.

"Normally we do a visual inspection while the room is still sealed,"
Vaughn said. "Then we run a pump
and take a sample."
The air sample is then taken to a
laboratory and analyzed, he said.
"If the results are OK then the
mom will he opened." Vaughn said.
"If not, then additional cleanup will
he done."

said Mary Lou Lewandowski. chairwoman of the English Department.
The shortage occurs every semester because students need English
courses to graduate, she said.
Because of the limited number of
sections. new students will have to
watt another semester to get the English classes they want, Lewandowski
said.
English 100W was especially in
demand because students are being
turned away from the 100W courses
required by their individual majors.
she said.
The Religious Studies Program
also turned away about 300 students.
said J. Benton White. coordinator of
religious studies.
Introduction to Western Religion
and Death. Dying and Religion were
two of the classes which had to turn
away students. White said.
"We did better this spring. We
opened ten more sections." said David
Elliott. chairman of the Communications Studies Department. "There
were still a number of students we
couldn’t accommodate."
Four hundred students were
turned away from Small Group Communications classes. Elliot said.
There has been a high demand for
the Human Sexuality and Human Development classes. said James Freeman. chairman of the Anthropology
Department.
The History Department has also
turned away students because there
were not enough sections. said Chairman George Moore.
Upper- and lower-division American history courses and Historical
Processes were some of the courses affected. Moore said.
Upper-division history was in
particular demand because the class
fulfills two general education requirements -- qualitative reasoning and
upper-division history, he said.
said. "We would like to open more
sections that the students like," Moore

Deadline for completed
add/drop forms arrives
By Annie Belt
Daily staff writer
Students who still need to add
a class, pay registration fees or
change the status of their class enrollment had better hop to it before
time for all three runs out tomorrow
at 5 p.m.
The deadline is stringently enforced. said Linda Harris, assistant
director of Admissions and Records.
"There are very, very few reasons we accept for students missing
the dead 1 ine. Harris said.
Standard excuses such as "I
lust forgot," or "I was sick," are
not generally accepted, she said.
Harris said late adds, registration fees or changes in enrollment
status are accepted only if:
, the student has just been admitted to SJSU:
, the student was just notified
by the graduate department in Ad-

missions and Records that he needs
to add a class in order to fill a requirement;
, or an administartive error
prevented the student from meeting
the deadline.
The deadline to drop a class
without penalty was Feb. 6. However, students wishing to drop a
class may pick up a drop form at
the Student Union or Admissions
and Records and must obtain signatures from the department chairman
and the instructor of the class concerned.
Students dropping a class will
receive a "W" on their grade report. The "W" does not affect the
student’s GPA and "has no negative connotations." Harris said.
Students dropping a class and
lowering their unit load below 6.1
must still pay the full fee of
$371.50 .
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Editorials

Black History merits recognition
American’ citizens of all races must learn
the meaning of Black History Month if we
are going to retain any kind of national
pride. America is placed in an embarrassing
position when non -Americans know more
about the history of blacks in America than
Americans themselves.
’The media, both print and broadcast, have
been negligent in their coverage of Black History Month. The press should give this historical month - the month of Feburary more
recognition nationwide.
The month recognizes the achievements
and contributions of famous black Americans
who have contributed significantly to the
mainstream of U.S history. It affords the time
and effort of the media.
Essence, Jet, Ebony and other predominately black magazines should not be the only
media telling the history of Afro-American heritage. Major magazines such as Newsweek,
Time and Rolling Stone should provide more

coverage of the Afro-American past, present
and future.
This recognition should also extend to universities and colleges nationwide. If students
are really seeking a higher education then they
must know of the many successes of black people. From the of invention traffic lights to open
heart surgery, black people have earned places
in American history. Non -black students at
SJSU must also know why the predominately
black fraternities and sororities exist on campus.
Finally, the Associated Students must also
educate themselves about Black History Month
if they are to serve all studenrneeds. All the
education they need begins at the Afro-American building here on campus. True, blacks are
in minority numbers, but they are a part of this
campus and this nation. With approximately
two weeks left there is still time to give Black
History Month the recognition it deserves.

More recognition is needed to achieve racial equality
Black History Month originated in 1915 when black
histonan Caner G. Woodson established the Association for
the Study of Negro Life and History. The black experience
was a subject virtually ignored by historians of that time.
Woodsons goal was to build self-esteem among
blacks and lessen prejudice among non -blacks. A lot has
been accomplished since that time to bring about equality
For black Americans, but we still have a long way to go. and
of course that’s a two-way street involving our non -black
counterparts.
Black History Month was inaugurated in 1926 by
Woodson. Originally called Negro
History Week, the observance
seeks to fill the gap in Black
American history to remind blacks
of their ethnic roots, and encourage mutual respect among
all people.
This special month pays national attention to black
contnbutors during every penod in American history from
1619, when the first blacks set foot in Jamestown, to the
1980s. when Africans began to emigrate to the United
States to escape lamine and war.
While this month is to commemorate accomplishments
in the past, blacks still have a long way logo to achieve racial equality in America. But, of course, that’s a two-way
street. Evidence of that surfaced in the Forsyth County, Ga.
incident where Klu Klux Klansmen yelled. "Niggers go
home" and in Anzona where the governor felt Dr. Martin

Viewpoint

Gene
Johnson Jr.

Luther King Jr.’s birthday should not he recognized as a
holiday in his state.
Peering across the newsroom, the only black person on
siaff is the same. person writing this piece. From this viewpoint more blacks are needed in the newsroom as well as the
classroom.
A solution to this problem was found in Black Recruitment Day last semester. Four black students came up with
the idea of busing black students from various junior and senior high schools in the Bay Area to SJSU to give tours of
the campus and present a seminar on the many positive attributes of a college education. It was a success
more
than 300 students participated in the event.
Nevertheless, additional steps must be taken by blacks
to reach racial equality. Black talk show hostess Oprah
Winfrey said the only cure Mr discrimination is excellence.
A college education is a great example of gaining excel-

lence in whatever held oh endeav or.
Take a casual stroll down San Carlos Street and the
first or second sight one sees is the Afro-American building a building which seems to step away from the rest of
the buildings. The memories of being in that same building
as a junior in high school, waiting for activist -comedian
Dick Gregory to speak. come back vividly. It has been six
years. hut it seems in the distant past now.
The building needs a fresh coat of paint and electrical
and mechanical renovations. Yet Facilities Development
and Operations has yet to lay a paint brush or electrical wire
to the building.
Have any black students taken the time to ask why’?
And for that matter, have any non -black students taken the
time to look at the building’? Atter all it is a pan of the SJSU
campus community.
Does anyone know why black fraternities and sororities march? Has anyone who is non -black taken the time to
actually report on these fraternities, or do they only surface
during intramural basketball competition’?
Observance of Black History Month should not he just
in the hands of black people, other Americans must also
play a part in the celebration. This especially should be the
job of the print media. When Carter G. Woodson proclaimed Black History Month it did not just serve as a reminder for the blacks of their heritage, yet now it serves as
reminder for all Americans that blacks have contributed to
the American society and will continue to contribute more.

Suicide: the pain is transferred to those left behind
He had been despondent for some time, hut he didn’t
want to burden anyone with his problems. He knew exactly
what he intended to do when he walked into the woods amid
the tranquil beauty of the Santa Cruz mountains. A light
rain filtered down as he sloshed along a path above Summit
Road. The note he left for his wife said to tell the police that
he would he found near the road. He took one last look out
over the valley, enjoyed the bucolic splendor below, then
sat down to die.
The senselessness of the act he committed was not
made beautiful because of the beauty of the site he chose.
There was no meaning to be
gleaned from his deed by the family who gathered later at the side
of the road to search for him.
There was no purpose that could he seen by his friends who
were gathered there with the family. The police were used
to it. hut that didn’t make it any easier for them. There was
only sorrow and painful bewilderment that so gentle a soul
had been taken away.
He was a friend, and this tragedy came ass shock to all
who knew and cared for him.
By committing suicide he no longer had to deal with
whatever inner torment had driven him to such a point. He
had, however, transferred the pain to those who loved and
cared for him, who now are left with hollow questions questions to which logic had no meaning.
In recent days we have been treated to a dizzying barage of stories about people who have given up: from the student who killed himself and his teacher after receiving a
Failing grade. to the attempted suicide by former National
Security Advisor Robert McFarlane, to the media event

Viewpoint
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staged by the politician who invited the unknowing press to
watch him kill himself.
What the news stories usually can’t describe is the anguish that is left behind for those who care. They don’t tell
about pain that gnaws in the pit of the stomach. There is no
way to describe the sense of loss and emptiness that such an
act causes for those left behind. Unless someone has experienced the loss of someone they love, it is hard to comprehend the extreme sadness that comes with an untimely
death.
This world can he full of pressures and disappointments that constantly claw at our strength and resolve, and
often attempt to pull us down and trample us. They must he
seen as trials which test us, not as burdens which cannot be
shared. There is a little-known secret which would behoove
us all to remember: It’s okay if you don’t always win. Our
greatest lessons and our greatest opportunities for fulfillment can arise from what one might perceive as losing.
We spend so much time trying to convince those
around us that everything is fine that we always have it
together. It’s time to realize that it is all right if we aren’t

A COLD MORNING TO BE STANDING OUTSIDE. BUT
THESE DERELICTS ARE STANDING OUTSIDE PROTESTING FOR WHAT
THEY DON’T HAVE. OTHER HOMELESS LACK FOOD AND SHELTER.
THESE HOMELESS LACK...

perfect. It is also time to realize that no one can help us with
a problem unless we ask. If you are too proud to ask for
help, take a look around and sec how many other people
there are with problems too. No matter how alone you
might think you are, there is someone somewhere you can
ttlf11 to.
Don’t be afraid to open up to somebody a friend, a
minister, a counselor, a coach, a teacher, someone on a hot
line. No problem should he so tremendous that it forces you
to give up. Life is a precious gift that is meant to he cherished, not thrown away. Many a person has met with an
initial failure, but through perseverance has gone on to
eventual success.
The importance of stress release cannot he overemphasized in a society where "on the go" is an everyday way of
life. Whether it is massage, yoga, aerobics, swimming.
meditating, playing with the dog, or simply sitting quietly
and reading a hook, there must he some mechanism for letting go of the tension that builds up each day. Those who
see their business as all -consuming or those who see the
world as a constant melodrama might be surprised to find
how much benefit can he derived fmm a few quiet moments
spent unwinding and releasing the cares and woes that can
be such a hardship.
Hopefully, those who have taken their lives believed
they were continuing on to something better. They obviously felt it was their right to determine when it was time for
them to leave this plane of existence. Before giving up, perhaps they could have thought more about those who are left
behind to mourn.
The burden a living should not he merely traded for
the burden of death

Forum Page Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to express views on Important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone number and class level.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not be
printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information
center in the Student t ’nion.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit
letters for libel, length, taste and clarity.
Editorials. appearing in the upper kit corner
of the page. are the opinions of the Spartan Daily
Editorial Board.
Weekly columns and columns appearing on a
rotating basis are written by Daily editors and re.
fleet their individual opinions.
Pieces labeled View/win/ are written by Daily
staff writer: and are also opinions of the individual.
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When ’no’ is not enough
hack and imagine a fantasy date. A college Sitaged couple go out for dinner and a movie and
drive to a romantic spot to admire the starlit sky.
They’ve had a couple of drinks and are engaged in
stimulating conversation. The man and woman, obviously attracted to one another, begin to kiss and snuggle. The man expresses the desire logo farther than
just kissing, but being the first date, the woman does
not feel comfortable with the situation. She tells the
man gently that she would like to get to know him better before becoming too involved. The man becomes
irate. The person who was a polite suitor an hour before becomes a wild-eyed savage intent on domination. He rapes the woman and abandons her. She is
left to make her way home alone.
Unfortunately, this "fantasy’’ date is all too
often a reality, hut the sad part about it is that date
rapes are almost never reported.
In an October 1985 Ms. magazine survey of
7,000 college students, one -quarter of the women had
been the victims of rape or attempted rape and almost
90 percent of them knew their assailants. Fifty-two
percent of all the women surveyed have experienced
some form of sexual victimization. Forty-seven percent of the rapes were by first or casual dates, or by
romantic acquaintances. More than one-third of the
women raped did not discuss their experience with
anyone; more than 90 percent did not tell the police.
While these statistics may he startling, a more
horrifying fact is that one in 12 men who participated in the survey admitted to having
fulfilled the prevailing definition of rape or attempted
rape, yet virtually none of those men identified themselves as rapists.
Women often deny being raped because they
don’t believe someone can be raped by a friend. They
often don’t believe anything happened and hence, remain silent. What every woman should realize is that
if they do not consent to sexual relations with a man
and the man forces himself upon her, it’s rape regardless of the previous relation to this man.
Ins study by Mary P. Koss, a psychology professor at Kent State University, it was found that men
who use physical force to compel women to have intercourse have "oversubscribed" to traditional male
roles. These men believe that aggression is normal and
that women don’t really mean it when they say no to
sexual advances.
This group of men would consider the following
statements lobe true.
Women like rape (so there’s no such thing as
rape).
Yes, it happened, but no harm was done (she
wasn’t a virgin; she wasn’t pure).
Women provoke it (men can’t control themselves).
Women deserve it anyway.
part, these types of male attitudes have been fos/iitered by the flood of pornographic
materials which
assault most convenience markets. Women are
often displayed in submissive roles, accepting punishment with the look of ecstasy on their faces. Avid
readers and viewers of such materials are susceptible
to accepting this behavior as normal. that their lady
friends will get more enjoyment if they are dominated
and subjected to force.
Women need to dispel these myths by reporting
all forms of sexual degradation, including date rapes,
to friends, families, counselors or law enforcement
agencies. Without documentation, these incidents will
continue and get out of control.
Women need to realize that sex should not be required payment for dinner and a movie. No woman
deserves to he raped. No woman, no matter how good
or had, deserves lobe sexually abused. No man has
the right to expect a woman to comply with his every
physical desire when the woman is unwilling.
All a woman should have to do is say no
bitten Hall is the feature editor and believes
women should not have to cry "rape" at the end of
a date.
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Campus theater takes
on Sam Shepard play

Dateline

McFarlane’s attorney upset
WASHINGTON (AP) Robert C. McFarlane, the
t sinner presidential aide who is recovering from a drug
overdose, has been picked on unfairly because he’s the
only key figure cooperating in the investigations of the
sale of U.S. weapons to Iran, his lawyer said yesterday
"He’s the only game in town for the press to write
about and some members of Congress to complain
about.’ attorney Leonard Garment said, noting that his
client unlike other important players
volunteered
to testify on Capitol Hill and elsewhere.
President Reagan, meantime, is "very concerned
and upset for Bud," said White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater, using the nickname of the former national
security adviser who, police sources said, tried to corn flit suicide Monday.
Reagan telephoned McFarlane’s wife. Jonda. on
Tuesday. hut has not spoken to McFarlane, White House
officials said.
McFarlane, 49, remained hospitalized at Bethesda
Naval Hospital in suburban Maryland on Wednesday.
two days after he swallowed between 25 and 30 tablets
of the tranquilizer Valium.
McFarlane was listed in good condition, said Lt.
Russ Sanford, a hospital spokesman. Sanford refused to
say what type of treatment doctors were giving McFarlane.
Garment said he was angry because McFarlane s
testimony before several congressional panels investigating the sale of U.S. arms to Iran and the possible diversion of profits to Nicaraguan Contra rebels has been
scrutinized intensely for holes and discrepancies.

Characters in
emotional war
By Deborah J. kiapIiii
Daily staff writer
Valentine’s Day is approaching,
and one way to spend the evening is
watching Sam Shepard’s "Fool for
Love" at SJSU’s Studio Theater.
The one -act play opens tonight at
8 p.m. and runs through Saturday.
The play is set in the confines of a
motel room somewhere in the Southwestern desert.
The main characters, Eddie and
May. are in a constant state of emotional and psychological warfare, said
Joe Christensen. graduate student and
director.
"When I read it. it ignited something in me." he said.
Sam Shepard is regarded as one
of the hest contemporary American
playwrights on the scene today. Christensen said.
"Shepard writes for a piece of
America that I am very familiar with,"
Christensen said.
"It is the instinct and the realism
of his work that I can identify
with,"’he added.
Much of Shepard’s work deals
with the pop counter-culture of the
’50s and
Is, and most of his pieces
are influenced by rock ’n’ roll music.
"Fool for Love" is the first play
Shepard wrote with the focus on female sexuality, Christensen said.
"It’s an emotionally violent
work, as most of Shepard’s pieces
are," said Director of Theater Bob
Jenkins.
"This role is a very challenging
one," said Nicole Fruge. who plays
May. the only female in the ensemble.
Other cast members include
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LOS -ANGELES (AP) A hot dog stand owner,
steamed that the 19-foot wiener atop his Ventura Boulevard
restaurant is drawing a chilly reaction from city officials, argues the landmark is tasteful.
Kevin Lentz doesn’t relish controversy, hut he is determined to keep the rooftop hot dog and has launched a save the -wiener petition drive.
He plans to present the petitions to City Councilman
Zev Yaroslavsky later this week.
Officials have ordered the eye-catching wiener above
The Wiener Factory in Sherman Oaks removed because it
violates a new city sign ordinance, which was enacted last
May to control aesthetic clutter.
"We haven’t heard about the wiener sign." Yarnslavsky aide Michelle Krotinger said ’’We’ll have to play
catch- up.
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The Associated Students is accepting applications for director of
business affairs and controller. Apply
today in the A.S. office, Student
Union, third floor. Call Victoria Johnson, A.S. director of personnel, at
277-3201 for information.
The Student Affirmative Action
Retention Center is having a probation
workshop from 10 to 11:30 a.m. today
in the Student Union Almaden Room.
Students who are on probation are advised to attend for information on how
to get off probation status. Call Nelly
Mellander at 277-3106 or 277-3136
for information.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance is
presenting "Coming Out Stories" as
part of their weekly lunch-time meetings. from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m
today in Student Union Almaden
Room. All interested in sharing or listening are invited. Call Steve at 291
4630 for information.
The Career Planning and Place
ment is holding "Interview II" from 2
p.m. to 3:30 p.m. today in Instructional Resource Center, Room 310. The
workshop consists of practice inter
views using video tape and individual
feedback.
The Mathematics and Computer
Science Department is sponsoring a
speech on "Sequences of Sets in a
Metric Space" by Prof. Gerald Herr
from Califonia State University at Los
Angeles, at 4 p.m. today in MacQuar
rie Hall. Room 324. Call Marylin at
277-2411 for information.

edema Closures lienlatil ilenscome, Veronca
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The Campus Ministries are hold
ing a Vietnamese Bible Study from
5:15 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. today in the
Campus Christian Center, 3(8) S. 10th
St. Call Tien at 270-1226 for informs
lion.
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Feinstein eyes Congress
SAN FRANCISCO (API In a
maneuvering
frenzy embroiling most of San Francisco’s political leadership, City Hall is sizzling in a scramble for the office
of mayor and the congressional seat vacated by the death
of Sala Burton.
A potential leader in the race for the House is twotime Mayor Dianne Feinstein, who cannot run for a third
term in the election this year. She said this week she is
considering running for the 5th District seat.
The race for mayor, now spiced by the possibility
an interim mayor may have to he chosen, was further enlivened by prospects the mayoral contest will include
City Attorney Louise Renne.

"We relish the thought of helping, though."
The ordinance requires that advertising signs he made
of steel or plastic for safety and aesthetic reasons.
"They say my wooden sign is liable to catch fire,"
Lentz said. "My building is 45 years old and built out of
wood. If I put up a metal sign and there’s a fire. the sign
would he the only thing that survives."
He also noted the aging one-story building might not
support a heavy metal sign without $10,000 worth of structural changes.
"That’s a lot of hot dogs tome,’’ he said.
The wooden wiener has the support of the 225 -member
Sherman Oaks Chamber of Commerce.
"It’s been there 16 years. It’s somewhat of a landmark
around here. chamber manager Patrice Berlholdo said.

TWO FREE AIRLINE TICKETS
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
Name
Address
Phone
City
Fill out this coupon to enter our drawing to be held
on Feb 27th. Please only one entry per person.
No Fee for our Service
Discount Airline Tickets
Spring Break Vacations
Cruises and Tours
Special Student Deals

335S llth St
Between San Carlos
and San Salvador
(408) 977-0799
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Assembly’s fiscal
SACRAMENTO (AP) The
committee yesterday approved two bills that would give

CHICAGO t API
Two California doctors say potentially life -threatening blood clots and skin damage
that have appeared after cocaine use may give skin doctors "a looking glass in which to see how the drug
hurts organs inside the body.
’Even in young people with healthy blood vessels,
with one dose of cocaine you can cause a tendency for
blood clots to form in any organ in the body, including
the heart.’’ said a researcher. Dr. Madalene C. Y. Heng.
Reporting on results ill what she said was one of the
first studies of cocaine’s effect on the human circulatory
system. lieng cited the case ol a 15 -year-old California
roan who in 1985 developed large skin ulcers on his
thighs shortly after injecting 30 milligrams of cocaine.
Within minutes, the man suffered severe pain in his
thighs, and the lesions took three months to heal. His
kidneys and liver were also damaged. said Heng. an associate professor of dermatology at the UCLA School of
Medicine, reporting in the February issue of the Journal
of the American Academy of Dermatology.
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School funds pass

Cocaine, clots linked

Man fights to keep hot dog in place

Sue Kiyabu

Assistant Forum Editor
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This production is Christensen’s
directing project in the department’s
master of line arts program

The M.F.A. degree is offered for
graduate students with an aptitude for
professional training in theater. Jenkins said.
Tickets are available an hour before show time at the theater box office
on East San Fernando Street.
Ticket prices arc $3 for general
admission and $2 for students and faculty.
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Nicole Fruge and James Cornwell star as May and Eddie in SJSU
Theatre Arts’ production of Sam Sheppard’s play, "Fool for Love."

Frank Wheel Russell

Forum Editor

onen FIlison

Nancy Nadel Daily staff photographer

public has no right to
CHICAGO (AP) The
know that entertainer Liherace had AIDS or that a hospital doctor suffers from the deadly disease, a top executive of the American Medical Association said yesterday.
The medical history of a patient, even one who is a
public figure or a doctor, should he confidential unless
the individual’s condition poses a threat to society, said
Dr. James S. Todd.
A different view was offered by Dennis O’Leary,
President Reagan’s attending physician when Reagan
was the victim of an assassination attempt and now head
of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
"Anytime you become a public figure, you do yield
some of your right to privacy," O’Leary said.
Todd, senior deputy executive vice president of the
Chicago-based AMA, discussed medical -records confidentiality with O’Leary and two other panelists who represented hospitals and insurers at the American College
of Healthcare Executives’ 30th annual meeting.

schools and community colleges $76 million to restore
Funds vetoed by Gov. George Deukmejian last year.
Democrats on the Ways and Means Committee also
took a verbal swipe at the Republican governor’s Finance Department tor insisting the state doesn’t have the
money for the hills, hut being unable to state the current
size of the budget reserve.
The identical hills. AB94 by Assembly woman Teresa Hughes. 1)-Los Angeles, and SBI37 by Sen Barry
Keene. I)-Vallejo. were sent to the Assembly floor by
party -line 12-5 votes.
Keene’s bill has already been passed by the Senate
and is therefore closer to getting to the governor’s desk
Democrats want to keep Hughes’ bill moving. too, as a
backup in case Ikukmejian VCIOCS the Keene hill.
When Deukmejian signed the state budget last
June, he vetoed money tor three public school programs
Urban Impact Aid, Meade Aid and Small School Dis
and for community colleges
tract Transportation Aid
with declining enrollment.

Paula Ray Chnsttansen

New, Editor

(laud Barry

Medical history defended

James Cornwell as Eddie, Adam Novicki as the Old Man, and Charles
Walker as Martin.
"The neat thing about this cast
and crew is that everyone has the same
drive, the same desire and commitment to this play," Christensen said.
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Delta Sigma Pi, a prolessional
co-ed business fraternity, is having a
beer and pizza gathering at 7 p.m. tonight at Round Table Pizza, corner ot

Saratoga and Moorpark avenues. Call
Robert Tavarez at 984-5371 for information.
Spartan Oriocci is having a general meeting at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the
Student Union Costanoan Room. Call
John at 374-1966 for information.
Alpha Phi Omega will have a
Valentine’s Day flower sale from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow in front of
the Student Union main entrance. Call
Scott Nakajima at 277-3043 or 415964-1172 for information.
The Black Fraternities and Sororities will sponsor a basketball tournament on Sunday from noon to 4 p.m.
in the Women’s Gym as part of the activities for the 9th Annual Greek Show
weekend. Other events include a picnic from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the barbecue pits, a tournament championship

from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the Men’s Gym
and a dance starting at 9 p.m. at 99 N.
Bascom Ave. Call Andre Chapman at
998-5377 for information.
The Black Fraternities and Sororities will begin the 9th Annual Greek
Show Weekend on Saturday. The
show runs from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the Student Union Ballroom, followed
by a dance from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Tickets cost $10 and are being sold at the
S. U. Business Office and the Sigma
House, 279 E. San Fernando St. No
tickets will he sold at the door. Call
Andre Chapman at 998-5377 for information

ADVERTISE

277-3171

The Sacred Concerts of 1111111
DUKE ELLINGTON

Join us for rarely performed
inspirational music of Duke Ellington
compoed near the end of his life

Featuring
The sixteen piece Randall Keith Horton
Gospel Orchestra with choir and special guests

Presented by
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Spartan Bookstore

The S.ISU Black Faculty and Staff.
and the African Greek Letter Council

FREE

6:00 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 22
Morris Dailey Auditorium SJSU
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Ring Purchase

Info. Call
$8.00 SJSU Student
(408) 277-9248
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Experienced players hold key
for ’87 women’s tennis team
By Jeff Goularte
Daily staff writer
Despite beginning the 1987 svomen’s
tennis season two players short of a full
team. SJSU coach Mary Visser is optimistic the Spartans will enjoy a successful
initial season in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association.
Last year. the Spartans competed in
the Nor Pac Conference. They compiled a
team record of 19-6 and placed second at
the conference championships held in Berkeley.
But the team inherited by Visser. an
SJSU human performance instructor.
hardly resembles last year’s 19-6 squad.
Chandra Thompson, one of SJSU’s
most consistent players last year. decided
not to return to school. Then a couple of
players who Visser expected to contribute
to the Spartans effort, had their athletic eligibility expire.
To make matters worse, Visser. who
(enlaces Lisa Beritz.hoff as SJSUs coach.
got a late start in recruiting and wasn’t able
to attract the top-notch talent needed to
sustain a Division I program.
Consequently. Visser said the Spartans will rely almost exclusively on four
returning players, at least during the early
portion of the season. Visser remains vigilant in her quest for more good tennis players

"Fin looking lie
It, particisaid.
pate.** she said. "We have two spots on
Pesky -Miller. in her last year of elithe team that are open. and I’m trying to gihility. also has a good shot for individual
find the hest qualified students to fill success. Visser said. Visser rates her serve
them.
as the hest sin the team.
Until Visser can find those players.
In doubles. Visser doesn’t have a set
Shelly Stockman. Whitney Clarke, Kristen Hilldebrand and Jeannie Pasley-Miller lineup. In the matches and tournaments the
can expect to see a lot of action. All are se- Spartan, have participated in so far this
niors, except Clarke. who is a sophomore. year. %.’isser has used three different combination, of players.
Visser said Stockman. currently the
No. I seed, is probably the most consisent
Until the Spartans find those ellusive
player,. they will have to forfeit two sinteam member.
doubles match each
"I want to play the hest I can." gles matches and one
Stockman said. "I want to have a winning time they compete.
record and go out w ith a hang .
Combined with that fact, plus comClarke, seeded sixth last year. has peting in a tough conference. Visser realizes
the
team record may not he sparkling
moved up to second this year. Though inexperienced. Visser said she is the most at the end of the year. Therefore, she is enphysical player on the team. Clarke is couraging her players to strive for individlooking forward to the challenge ahead for ual accomplishments, especially the seniors.
the Spartans.
"We have a chance to play against
good players." she said. "The hest way to
improve horn individually and as a team is
to play better people."

"It will take all our collective en ergies to support each other this year,"
Visser said. ’If we can manage, we will
hese a positive year."

Hilldebrand. who was seeded among
the top four spots last year. is the third
seed this year. She has the potential to
have a good individual season. Visser

Former Spartan player, Anh-Dao Fs
pinosa. now Anh-Dao Nguyen. begins her
first season of coaching as Visser’s assitant

Spartans salt Banana Slugs 6-3 at home

lasy s a p tograp er
ra. ’engin
’,1St ’, top-seeded women’s tennis player against (l(’ -Santa Cruz on Tuesday. StockShcIly Stockman smashes a backhand shot man won her match 6-2, 6 -1 -

By Jeff Goularte
Daily staff writer
SJSUs women’s tennis team deleated Division ill University of California
at Santa Cruz 6-3 Tuesday at South Campus, raising its 1987 record to 2-0.
Against the Banana Slugs, the Spartans top four seeds were victorious.
No. I seed Shelly Stockman defeated
Julie Gungros, 6-2, 6-0. No.2 seed Whitney Clarke survived a three set scare I\ \
Gila Dunhill. vs inning 6- I . 5-7. 6 2 kr ,
icir I IrlIrlelittorl. (he No 1 ’,I...Cll. l...1\11,

overpowered Bronwyn Hogan 6-0, 6-0.
No.4 seed Jeannie Pasley-Miller heat Liz
Brown by the score of 6-1 , 6-0.
Freshman Rosie Reynoso lost her collegiate debut to Karen BeIhr 2-6, 2-6. The
Spartans forfeited the No.6 match.
Spartan assistant coach Anh Dan
Nguyen. a former SJSU player. thought
the team perfOrmed well.
"Santa Unit was a weak team, hut
we played OK." Nguyen said.
The Spartans No I doubles team of
‘

’II .111,1(1.10NC.

SJSU hosts Wahines, No.6 49ers

By %lark Eri)er
Daily stall writer
As the S.ISLI women’s basketball
season winds down, Coach Tina Krah
has goals for the team.
"We hope to get better each
game. Krah said "People who saw
us play our first game of the season
and our last one, know that we have
improved...
Krah hopes to show the Spartans’
improvement in the next three games,
as they host Hawaii tonight and Saturday, then league -leading Long Beach
State Monday
The first -year Spartan coach
knows that both teams possess a lot of
talent
"Hawaii is a very balanced
team." Krah said. "Long Beach State
is the hest team in the conference."
One key player for Hawaii is Judy
Mosley. a 6 -foot- I -inch freshman forward from Los Angeles, the team’s top
scorer and rehounder. She led Hawaii
to a victory over Long Beach and was
named the PCAA player of the week.
Senior Bryna Jones is averaging
14 points and seven rebounds per
game for Hawaii. The 6-foot -3 -inch
senior from Columbia. Md. average I
8.6 points per game in her first three
seasons.
Jeanne Wade -Harris has averaged
close to 10 points and It) rebounds per
game this season.
But the trio is nist part of a Rainbow Wahine teani that has 10 players
that could probably start at any other
school. said Hawaii coach Bill Nephel.
’We know that if someone is
having a had game, there will he
someone else there to pick up the
slack,’ Nephel said.
Hawaii enters tonight’s game in
second -place in the PCAA with a re
cord of 8-4, 16-5 overall. Nephel said
he is very pleased with the Krim
mance of his team so tar this year.
’We’ve played some of our hest
basketball recently , ’ Nephel said

’Hawaii is a very
balanced team. Long
Beach State is the best
team in the
conference.’
Tina Kraft,
SJSU women’s basketball coach
"Aside from a few minor health problems. things have gone very well for
Nephel doesn’t plan to take the
Spartans lightly. He knows that they
have sonic good talent.
’’(Johnnie) Thomas is one of the
best post players that we will see.’
Nephel said. "She is quick and physi
cal -- just tough to guard.
"We know that we are going to

MCAT

have two tough games in San Jose."
Nephel said.
It doesn’t get any easier for the
Spartans as they will host PCAA-leadmg and sixth -ranked Long Beach State
Monday night at 7:30.
The 49ers have one of the top
players in the country in Cindy Brown.
Brown. a 6-foot -2 -inch senior from
Portland. Ore., represented the United
States in the Goodwill Games. She
was named to the Kodak All -America
team last year. as she averaged 24.4
points per game. This year, she has
improved that to 26 points per game.
Another All-American candidate
for the 49ers is guard Penns. Toler

vs.
HAWAII
Feb. 12th
7:30 pm
Feb. 14th
2:00 pm
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SJSU WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL

Spartan Gymnasium
at 4th & San Carlos
Students $2
For Information Call

Adults $3

(4081277 -FANS
F iinded by Associated

"If we remain relaxed, loose and
confident. like vi e Ns ere against Santa
111’

111

‘A

with student ticket purchase
$3.00 reserved or
$4.00 stage
(while supply lasts)

korff%

al
Feb. 23rd - vs. Fresno State
Feb. 26th - vs. Utah State (Greek Night)
Feb. 28th - vs. Pacific

Pick-up at Spartan Athletic Ticket Office
or look for Spartan Table at Union.
February 17th to February 20th
*AII games at San Jose Civic Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL 277 -FANS
PAID I OP HY ASSOCIATID
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There’r more To Life
Than itudying . . .
11=1111,
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The Spartans travel to Palo Alto
today to play nationally -ranked Stanford
SJSU coach Mary Visser is optimistic
about her team’s chances against the Cardinal.

FREE MINI BASKETBALL

Toler has averagetl 20.5 tViiints psi
gaine..intl has dished off an average ol
Si’. assists per game.
The only thing worrying 49er
coach Joan lionvieirsi is that her play
em’s aren’t working very hard.
"We have to get ourselves hack
together." Bonvicini said. "It’s prob
ably a stage that every team goes
through."
Regardless of the situtation, Krah
knows the amount of talent Long
Beach State has.
"They are the hest in the
league," Krah said. "They will probably make it into the NCAA tournament ."

4EEE-

Cdri days, ryes, or weekends
(415) 777 aR41

1111 Mid

Dunhill 6-1. 6-2. The No.2 team, Paisley Miller and Hilldebrand, salted the Banana
Slugs’ Baehr and Bower 6-0, 6-0. SJSU
forfeited the No.3 match to Santa Cruz.
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Sports Shorts

Congratulations

Baseball
The SJSl baseball team lost 2.0
to Santa Clara University Wednesday
afternoon in Santa Clara, despite a
solid pitching performance from An
thony Telford.
Telford (1-2) went the distance
for the Spartans (5-4). allowing Jusi
four hits and striking out four Bronco
hatters. Santa Clara got two runs in the
fifth inning on three Spartan emos,
two by Telford.
Man McCormick ( I- I) nabbed
the win for the Broncos. now 5-3.
SJSU was led in hitting by Chris
Lasses who went two for three and
Rick Rayford who went three tin
three.
Rich Samba& was two for three
with one RBI for the Broncos

sins

See Friday’s Daily for complete
Him of Spartan baseball.

Delta Gamma Initiates
Julie Angelos
Lynn Bachelor
Karen Filice
Allison Junta
Michelle Kawan
Donna Kaylor
Karen Lyng
Caissie McCrae
Lori Naragon

ib

Dawn Palma
Janice Petty
Charmaine Picone
Dena Reynolds
Andrea Saladino
Julie Schultz
Trade Stockhus
Kim Strachan
Nicole Van der Hulst

Back To fchool Party

50c Kamikaze/ & 50c Michelob Draft Beer
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. . . in 1981

The California State University Board of Tnistees approved plans for a new SJSU building to house the regional
center for the National Weather Service and the SJSU Meteorology Department.
Meteorology Department Chairman Peter F. Lester
said lease negotiations with the weather service are contingent on the weather service’s negotiations with the Mid Peninsula Regional Open Spaces District to install a radar
system on Mount Umunhum.

Starting this semester, amplified music in the S.U.
Amphitheater will he allowed at noon on both Thursdays
and Fridays.
The decision to allow amplified music was made by
SJSU President Gail Fullerton within the last few weeks,
according to S.U. Director Ron Barrett, after the Student
Union staff submitted a request for an extension last December.
Live music in the amphitheater was restricted to Fridays last semester and had been prohibited entirely before
then.

The removal of a strip of asbestos from the ceiling of
an Engineering Building breezeway caused safety concerns
among several students and employees last Friday.
Facilities Director Mo Qayoumi, who had no prior
knowledge of the asbestos removal, has asked for details on
the work from Perini Corp.. general contractor for the Engineering Department’s Project 88.
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No violations of dry rush rules were charged at Monday’s Interfraternity Council Meeting.
IFC President Jim Knoll said the fraternity president
who had been expected to tile charges may have decided not
to tile them.
IFC Vice President Pete Crosier said he and a president
from another fraternity house both witnessed a dry rush violation at the Spartan Pub Jan. 29.

Sports

. . . in 1985

The SJSU baseball team defeated Division 111 Stanislaus State 8-3 Tuesday afternoon at Municipal Stadium.
Winning pitcher for the Spartans was Al Bacosa.

Alpha Phi Alpha has declared this African Awareness
month the Ethiopian Awareness month.
"As February is African Awareness month anyway,
we thought it would he our way of making more people
aware of the massive starvation in Ethiopia," said Larry
Smith, Alpha Phi Alpha president. "We want more people
to get involved with the Fthiopian cause,’’
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. . . in 1982
The saga of the bouncy Ballroom floor, which began
last semester, may end as early as next fall.
However, the optimistic prediction hinges upon,
among other things, the estimated cost of reinforcing the
floor. Last semester it was discos ered that the floor was unable to withstand the stress created by "pogo" and "slam"
dancing.
The proposed plan includes new supports for the columns in the Ballroom and an open web joist underneath the
floor which would extend down into the snack bar area
below.
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In tennis the Spartan women’s tennis team defeated the
Division III UC-Santa Cruz Banana Slugs 6-3 Tuesday.
However, the Spartan men’s team lost 8- 1 to Stanford
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Car thieves opting for practicality
DETROIT (AP)
Most car
thieves opted for American models last
year, snubbing Porsches and Ferraris
because domestic cars feed a lucrative
spare-parts market, a company says.
The 10 most -stolen cars of 1986
were all General Motors Corp. models. dating from 1979 to 1986. according to records of Certified Collateral
Corp., which helps insurers determine

the value of stolen vehicles.
First on the list is the 1984 Camaro, followed by the 1985 model and
the 1986 version. Camaro also occupies the No. 6 and No. 10 spots, with
the 1982 and 1983 models.
Oldsmobile Cutlass comes in at
No. 4 with the 1981 model, followed
by the 1980 model at No. 5. The 1979

The 1981 Buick Regal came in
seventh and the 1985 Pontiac Firebird
was ninth.

Cutlass Supreme is No. H.

Certified Collateral.

Gene Mahoney

"The reason is most cars are stolen for replacement parts, and there’s a
big demand for American car parts because there are so many of the cars."
said Glen Tullman, vice president of

CHILD

ABUSE

TREATMENT

PRO-

GRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunt. Intern in world renowned local
program
Counseling. support
Services, sdmin data processing.
public awareness. fund-raising,
etc BI- 8 mono-lingual, all mato.. grad & undergrad Experience from dried to post -grad.
Intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU

sense of adventure GI. us call
.1 293.5293
JOBS’ JOBS! JOBS! ideal for students Join our Marketing staff
Take new and renewal mage/ine
orders by phone

Mon-Weds &
Set & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370-9090
MOTHER’S HELPER, Rrn

Neer campus ICE F PO Roe
952, S J 95101 call 280-5055

I Board
$150 mo LIM housek.ping, ar
rends, bebyalt two yr old Part
time 3 eves 4-9pm Call 261.2131,

SCHOLARSHIPS. GRANTS, lid arise
able for college, graduate school
Scholarship Matching Center. I-

PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP"
National km preparing tor Spring
& Summer work If mccepted you

900-USA -1221.66 6132
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Say, your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S Office or
.11(408)371-8811

AUTOMOTIVE
76 DODGE COLT lots of pop In this
4.pci. sc. 4dr new tires. brakes.
smog Almost perfect body -spotless Interior. 201, miles Runs well.
gotta good lob. gotta sail’ $725,
370-0353 988-7595

COMPUTERS
SITE

CORE BATTERY SERIFS by
Krell 11 disks -booklets for Apple
IIE Original cost 5720 I passed’
Yours for 5170 Cell (408)99 T
2741

WE

SELL
puter

IBM

COMPATIBI F

com-

XT complete system for
AT complete system for
$1195 PC -CON, computer & ...ones 4045 3rd St. corner of

$570,

San Salved, 295-1606
cepl Vls or MC

We sc

FOR SALE

tensIve on the loto Omitting progrem Good math & reading ear119
are a plus Some evening 8 weekend positions are evallable &
some flexibility Is allowed during
final exams In addrhon. If you

Bill Lukas
AT ONE pow I Was
0. MAD 55f.HTI5T -

through Feb 28th Customs Fu
tons 8 Pillow. Pius. 9005 Winchester Blvd (between Moorpark
& Williams) San Jose 298-6161
LANDLORD QUITS’ FveythIng new
Menress sets -queen 5185, full
$145, 6 pc bedroom 581 5285, dl
netbr-4 choir $135, 6-chalr $175
CIO 996-9672
QUALITY FURN. Sofa matching chair,
7 end tables. 3 brass
cot fable
lammps, dinette set. 55e2993
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS SIX -TRACK
synthesber keyboard, 1 mos old,
ortginelty worth $1100. secrifIce
lot 611001. Call 277-8886
OWN A NEW GRAND
Illspoki tor less than
MHC Bicycle Soles offers

YOU CAN
DELTA

low-cost transportation needs for
the student Ail sates final 30 day
guarent. Days 942-1736. Eyes
293-4780 ask for Joe

HELP WANTED
HIRING!
CRUISELINES
Good
Pay
Cer.r.
Summer
’H..1 Call for guide. cassette,
neres.rvice, (916)944-4444 120

AIRLINES

pool mgr.
CLUB seak
swim, learn coach. lifeguards Instructors for summer employment

CABANA

Require WSI CPR experience
Beard resume to Gale Inf.. 6775
Nmathbald Dr San Jo.-951 20
OPERATORS
PROC
NEEDED et VARIAN Full time
extekand 0.1 (Friday. SetutdaY
Sunday Monday) Requires II S

EINAUST

1..1.0 orient.a...M.
Bon end good Word keeping
Millis Cal LI. et (415) 493-1800
eel 445
FEDERALSTATE & CIV,- SERVICE
1.44111,707-$59.148 yr Now Mr
loeal)eb line al 1 518-459-8611
’WPM
40

Type
PIIIIIMNAN SOPHOMORE
WPM *Move Glen PretcHption
Pharmacy Alt wks M-WF
&Sal 9 30. 3. $4 hr to sled
141111Teln Cell tor eppt 2684281
NA. FUN AND EARN money working
See
unique shoo located In

viam- aAppenEo?
S515 mo

5400

dep
ROOMATES WANTED! 7 nonsmokers
to share quiet abr. home In Compbell Full prIvil, washer. dryer. etc
5325 mu lncl utlls 377-1654
ROOM

IN SPACIOUS 3 bedroom
house. $320 in $190 my for 2
Private bath kitchen privileges

George Tony at 947-8057
WNTD
CAMBRIAN
AREA
near
Los
Gatos
2
bdrin 117th op...ant Pool spa,
clean to share wtth neat, proles.
?
& or student prefer gay DI
male $350 &deposit. 559-4063

ROOMS & APARTMENTS for rent"
Rooms from 8250 Ino Beautiful
Victorian. pool & all 0111111.. incl
Block frrn SJSU Clean. quiet, &
sate Call now-Chris at 9714094
mornings
2 BORNS, 1 I3TH newly remodeled.
$500 MOVE IN NOW" Let’s talk
make deal Located at 264 20S
5th Si Call TC Prop .1 976-2101

winter. spring & especially summer breaks, full limo work Is ayall
Call today for info 8 an interview,
or call Mon -Fri between 10ern
2pm 275-9885 If the line Is busy.
pies. be patlent 0 try pain An

2 ROOMS FOR RENT’ Avail Mar 151 3
bed 1 OM dimMe$300 $275 M F
no smoke pets 1st mo
dee
Clean quiet new crpts w dry Ste

equal oppoHunIty company
CLERICAL! elk,.
70
hrs Oh. phones, type, data .try.
el., English spooking Contact
Denise 277-32384on campus)

PART TIME JOBS." Or market auto
club memberships for the major
oil companies Part-Ilme, easy
hours, weekly paychecks 57 to
$15 hourly commission. complete
Great exp.Once for your resume R C SMITH
CORP .247.o570
RESEARCH

PAPERS.

16,278

to

choose from -all subjects Order
catalog today with VISA SIC or
COD Toil tree not line-800-351.
0222. in Col.

121377-13226, or

rush 8200 to Research Assistance. 11322 Idaho Ace. 0206
SR. Lu. Angeles. C 90025 Cu.
tom r.eerch also avellable-all
levels
OFFICERS..
SECURITY
time part time. all shifts We
train Apply in person Mon
gem 4prn. 760 Mork/Ian An.,

Full
wiN
-Fri

muscular relaxation You
come away from the experience
feeling you we been v.atIonIng
for week In Maul Calf now 101 10.
formation or bettor 0111, Of that
time Boater, call tor en appoint.
ment and bring this ad for 25%

phanie 298-5470. leave message
11120 s DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style I bedroom Available for rneture person long term
preferred Must be tinanc4ily responsible. clean, quiet and sober
only 551.553 S 616 St , 7930909287.2077 after 5. 8450
SINGl F OCCUPANCY
14 1113RM 4000 sci n bldg for lease 18
centrel Sr.. dining rm. kitchen. 5
Whs. by SJSU 768-1750

LOST AND FOUND
LOST. TWO WEDDING RNGS In Cash.
lere LADIES RDA 29 REWARD
tel my wed rngs No questions
asked Call 21148171 /v mes

Sundey brunches lecture., Tuesday lunch end learn , !arsell
dancing
holiday celebrations
For Information cell Hiller et 294-

REAR WARRIOR
from
1313B Monterey. Ice cream .00 01
Beer, red
lets to movie,.
ro. and leculdtt
Menas to the
giory ol LOVE end the nowt time
tail 13I LOVE you always BC

TV VCR

and

CONDO FOR RENT

3 bdrrn

It 2

.14 2 store Patio. enclosed gemge, cable. ready NOW 7 miles
from SJSU. 803000, . lost nu.
deposit Call 9262009 sitar 6400
GRANNY FLAT (unturn) I Sc, flropiece. patio. pot entrance, oft
street perking. 10 mire. to
SJSU
Ideal for discrete ein
pie couple $550 pays all Aveli
Mar I. call 9443343
HOUSE TO SHARE el qubt foothill
er. 1 or 2 female nortarnkra to
share 3 bcirm home 10 min 1hr)

H. Hvon’t been inspired
since I lest saw you’ll.. meet in
the Music Room on Friday ettier
130 DOPEI PASS BYE, KEVIN

SJSU Walk to bus,
5275 mu & 8335 rno

shopping.
011011..

Call 729-3521

WOMEN, YOU CAN hike control of
your eating If ’tinging & purging
ere serious concerns. you ore In
vitecl to participate In study to
break the 0- p cycle The approved
program is safe Individualized.
FREE
completely confidential
to qualified women 11 begins
soon. so call 3763741 frorn 9-4

HUGE 2 bath. 2ficirtn APT Suridock 6
<bowls. sec bldg 1 blk frnr SJSU

BACKACHE? PALMER COLLEGE OF
CHIROPRACTIC-W.I is currently
accepting petbres tor FREE .

Perfect for 4 et sfoo or $175 an
148 F WIllIam .14th, 217-S316
I *ROE CLEAN OWE COURTYARD
apt tor students & 17.014.4ion&l.
195 F Read corn S 5Ih St Call

college

italisay hold you geinel ’witty
can now 1.1 Go’ The ...tonne
Is We boating In epece Re.utts?

MATH.

PHYSICS

Have
college 4.9.« & experience Falr
let Call 286-1573

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRI.
KUZIRIAN Distinctive portraiture
with a sensitive touch A verbly
of packages to choose from, ali

days a week Acad.*, business
and ...nal typing welcome
Call 365-1012

ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABIL 1TY,
ACKNOWL
EDGE ARL E in typing that
100.

theses, group protects. resumes
Pta
specielty Quick return on
all papers All work guerenteed
Per page and hourly rates Alma.
den Brenham er. Free disk stor.
ege
PROF
STENO
TYPING

AAAA

reading
pickup

AAAAH

PERFECTION,
LASER
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing at Its best Have
done own master’s thesis Isperl
ended In resumes. letters. theses.
professional back-up & group
promote No lob too small or too
large Reasonable Call Barb* al

SFCRETARIAI
Protes
sto.I student typist and skItled
word processor Dependable and
tam. Perfect finished documents
from laser printer (no PIP.s

whiteout. SIC) St 50 per page
Call Sharon at 358-2717 (To
y
repeat clients, call to reserve time

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex
porienced. professional word pro

cltIrabs. SJSU students. staff A
leculty FREE .timstes !EMER
OFNCIES ANYT1ME Call Ron
Hughes, Evergreen Locksmith &
Security Satyr... 270-3277. San

ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing P.14 Word Pro-

51 OSSOM

HILL SANTA

San Salvador One block hem
campus Call 295.1006
WORD EXPERTISE. Word Pro...6
thesis dissertation manuscript
perrection English FrenchSponlen, call 371-0320
ZEES

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 2.9448 Fernald Enollilh main, can
assist *gra/tinier. vocabulary
structure
sentence
search pews (API,

Tenn re
Turebien

Campbell), also resumes cover
Nit I @gide copy (Neese Students
and faculty welcome Willow Glen
sr., easy to locale Call Mrs
Morton 2136448

Service

otters wanly,
guaranteed Work Experienced In
term papers, thesis group protects, resumes. mentiscripts and
um.* Only minutes from cam.
pus Call P.1 et 923-2309

TYPING St 50 page. reeume 15 1 up.
minimum cherge $5 We u. IBM
compatible. Wordstar word processor and win. Wallin/ printer
PC.COM, 404 S 3rd S1 . comer of

for your protects before end-o/
semester rush lion’)

tites front campus Words and
More (Pemelat 923-7810

cessing

guaranteed Proteuional. quick
dependable service at AFFOROARI F RATES" Call Pam et 247.1 (Santa Clara) Further .o logs wIth referral discounts’

DAYSTAR

976-4370 TODAY’

theses,
ceasing
papers,
re.
sum... otik overflow mailings

Campbell
areaLocai
delivery 866-6960

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. research pews
theses I dissertations (Camp..

TERESA

24E-

reports. resumes, cover isittem.
group probicia. manuals. theses.
dissertations, etc All ac.0ffnic
formats
API Free dila Mor
age, SPE’ CHF K. punctuation and
grammar assistance Ali spoil

SERVICE al 264-4504
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers, Ill lengths
$1 35 page typing & spotting,
It 65 page typing & full proof-

Santa Clara

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
academic. bus.... legal word
processing needs Term paws,

287-8442. 11 no answer
Wessel.. message

TYPING

entered Thanks

turnaround
5835

theses

CAI I LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAI
WORD PROCESSING
Reports

trust Tony 298-7087
Than.
II 50 per page double spitted
Avalloble seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar

quest.), proof. disc storage Stu.
dent faculty discounts
Oukk

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL’ Too
tinger typing got you down, Than
cell Gall at A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and

By appoint-

reasonably priced
ment (408)259-5941

plays. resumes. cover &
NM. mem...oriels (boots, arlk
c., short sto(ies). 1.11.1.10n
FREE SPELCHEK, copy edlt (II’..

AREA fast .cureta typing and
word proc.sing evellable .ven

Smith Photography el 248.1329
TUTORING

newsletters Studer. Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min

PROFESSIONAI WEDDING P140TOG
RAPHY by SJSU grad Chertan
yOur priCiale mornOries forayer

at

Budget and deluxe packages
available Complimentary 8 x 10
whim you mention this ad For
FREE
appointment
call
Paul

to 6 00 Mon thru Sat ISon by
meet only) licensed-bonded -m(7
bile 10% dlacounl on labor with
161. ad Special males tor senior

Jose All wort! guerenteed

had low heck pain for more then
six months & Sr. 20-55 years old.

TYPING

AND SECRETARIAL

SERVICES Fast, accurate work
available seven days masa Located In Om Blossom Hill Santa
Tem. area Call 365-1012

Watch Your
Profits (;row:
ADVERTISE

277-3171

Tutabien. API 3rd erl I. imr.n

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approxornately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
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$500

Five
Days
$520

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90

Three
Days

Four
Days

$475

3 Lines

$355

4 Lines

$435

Two
Dila
$435
$5 15

$555

$580

$600

$1 05

5 Lines

$5 15

$600

$635

$660

$680

$1 20

6 Lines

$595

$680

$715

$740

$760

$1 35

One
Day
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11111111

Each Additional Line Add $ 80
Print Name_

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9

t ines

$46 00

10 14 t ines $63 00
15 Plus L ines $80 00

Phone 277-3175

1408) 734411010, appointment or
bi pieced on the mailing lilt for
lectureavtorkehopa cwt..

owl"? Come to the only noel.
Mon in Northern CalltOrrila Imagine mime*, Roofing on a 30% sb
line aoiution Your body forgets
the water
The muscles that

appointment
KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened, rekeying, lock. & dead.. 0,
stalled. master keying Call 900

Schiff al 2774156.

ing you A sing/. .rision does
the (ottemaringly rapkt effective
and practical 875 hr $4530 nun
Refeninces, Carol Willis, M Cali

Stressed

CLINIC,
UN
ELECTRO1 YSIS
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Raywood
Confidential
335 S
Ave San Jo., call 247.7486 for

days NOW 11 dernonstreted successful:I will be @yell for hort

gukienc,
clargying

IGOR

keby (415) 526-4957. 841.5036
FE’. 144 Is that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT due and you hove
no resources for ideas or what to
bulki7 SHI Electronics Is committed to otter lots cost consult.
Mg needs for the student Call
days 947.7736. Eves 293-4780
mak to, Joe

end-DARREN

EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
First -clam metaphysical counseling Is wircellent for finding life direction end purpose vocational

TI OTTION REI A

RE -writing
EDITORIAL SERVICES
Thest clevielopm.t preparation
Statistic. All fields Catalog Bev

TRACY G. You’. given me LOVE
and HAPPINESS I love you fot
weekAnticipating Velontine

SERVICES

FENAl F COMPANION WANTED to
Ihre with sincere handicapped
men Went to establish lasting
refstionanipi Please call Wien at
296 23011

Clear expla
nations reasonable UM & mutt.
ZBS Research
dale statlatIcs
’,roc (415)349-4407

TAMMY

AIRPLANE tIDES. SCENIC FLIGHTS
of $ F Say Flight InetructIon
Coals less then you think’ Brien

fersitionst Psychic Consultent snd
Astrokrgar *Inca 1970 end !J.
vest array of techniques In spry

DATA ANALYSIS

your FLYING SWEETIES, NAN &
AL

PERSONALS

deep sod knowledge
lit
transitions
retatIonship compatibility. end
profound insights into Ins dynern
Ins and your souls path I hove
been In privets practice a* Pro

RE,559-3500,1645 S Bascom
Au., IC
Heir Today Gone To
olOrrOW

PAMMIF, JAYMIE, SW, 1 all CHI
Cts OUT IN SUNNY CAIEORNIA
Best Valentin* Day Wish. frm

to offer for he knows how to ghat
and r.ehre love Send replies to
David, 1583 WIllowmoni Ave San
Joe., Ce 95118 HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAVE,

color

and faculty Cell before June 1,
1967 End get your first moot et 1 2
price Unwanted Helm Disappears
With My Care
Gwen Chelgren

MK. TER. [ADORN. MYRA, NUE. JEN,

WAITERS & WAITRESSES COCKTAIL

housekeeping service Shared or
single room. avellable Offic 72
N 5th SI , call 996-0234

Slop shaving. waxing.
meeting or using chemical depili
tones 1.1 me permanently remove your unwanted hall (chin,
bikini, tummy, moustache, etc)
15 percent discount lo students

8311

piesaa
call
the
1408)2444907 4631

furnished,

BARE IT All

KARATE

DON’T PASS HIM UP’ My brother is a
I.. I’m surpribrog hlm on his
23rd BIRTHDAY vdth this letter
because he’s TOO SHY and MODEST lode Nem. dance In an ad
He went. an Invot0*0 end loving
special
relationship
with

Classified

HILLEI. JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbet dinners. partMs,

sion. He s good looking, blonde
and Ian. about 51 and slim Hes
even and hon., and has much

HOUSING

.A

HAIR SHOW MODELS needed March
7.8.9t1, Cuts. colors. perms, For
information call 015)W-2977.

STUDENT UNION JOBS’ sten el 85 00
per hour Apply In Director’s 01.
hoe on top floor

AFFORDABLE HOUSING’ Near San
Jose St810 for students Duet
hassle parking, walk to school
free wing., monthly disc Tully

KV

ra’)

discount a froel for S30 TRAP.
OUR 1TY PLACE, 445 Washington
St. Santa Clara. Ca (406) 243-

aminetions & treetrnent, as part of
0 you hem,
research ptoMcl

11FI PI J.slca Nightclub, $ let
St Call 217-0297 for appoint

STOLL

Total

woman tie Is .n.1 raspectul and
deeply aff.tlonate with son.ne
he loves He generous With hls
time, Ms love nd his posses-

Sim

Jose, call 786-5880

OR kmuTzu

EXPERIMENTS- ’,CI
NAPALM 101 Ni, (-14110OR
SOEP ME Fox Ewe,’
cENT 1 MAO !!

7200

ROOMMATE

2 IIDRM. 2BA APARTMENT. $850 ma
Secured building, perking. milk to
SJSU Call 279-5076

PART-TIME

OF A

4eue

TOE

SC1ENTIF1C-

quality. corporate scholarships
are awerded. internehlps are pos
?
& you may .rn 7,3.4 credits qtr or semester During your

trelning provided

FUTONS" GRAND OPENING SALE al
our new location Save 10% on ell
futons up to 25% on ell frames

$85

will earn 511 75 slatting! PT (20)
earn per wk equal 5235. FT (40)
earnings per wk equal $470 No
Rap is needed because 01 our in

Ina 227-8238

’ ME..

Home On The Range

Classified
downtown The only qualification
IS en outgoing personality with

rt_

cfiA FAQ_ tvoy.
is/N
, To

da

IS .1

OM

ANNOUNCEMENTS

I WANT frlY

Phone

Address_
City 8 State
Fru

Enclosed is $
Circles

Linea

neYS

Classification

Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Lost A Found

Stereo

Typing

Computers

SENO CHECK MONEv ORDER

OR C ASH TO
SPARTAN

DAILY CL ASSIFIE DS

San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Located Outside DEMOS
/lours 900AM t0330P M
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Classified Dose

Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Canirnis
Royce hall
scheduled
for facelift
from MIX(

I

turniturr, carpeting and lighting
Housing Operations also paints the
walls and ceilings and resurfaces all
the doors of the remodeled hall.
Brown said.
Moulder and Hoover halls were
remotleled in the past two summers respectively . and Royce Hall is scheduled for renovation this summer.
Brown said
Remodeling ol all seven dorms is
scheduled for c plebon by the summer of IWO. Brown said.
Although its not allowed. students often stack their beds on top of
dressers and desks in order to save
space in the small dorm TOM’, said
Amanda Krnsinadelis, Moulder Hall
resident.
Ti) receive hunk beds. Moulder
and Hoover residents can put in a
maintenance request to change their
existing beds into hunk beds. said
Housing Maintenance Supervisor Jim
Schneider.
The bedposts are then drilled to
install hunk extenders, which will
raise the top bed over the bottom bed
and form the hunk beds. Schneider
said.
West Hall residents can con% en
their beds by removing the tops ol the
bed posts. inserting hunk extenders.
then fitting the two beds together,
which can he done by the residents
themselves.
When a hall is remodeled, the
metal institutional -type beds
like
those in Allen. Markham. Royce,
Washburn and West halls
are replaced by wooden beds, like those in
Moulder and Hoover. Brown said.

Comedians compete
before rowdy crowd

Jaywalking
preventable,
UPD says
SI

By. flans Ingrehretwn
Daily staff writer
Seventeen budding comedians
endured a completely obnoxious
crowd in the Spartan Pub as they performed in the U.S. College Comedy
Competition Tuesday night before a
standing -room only audience.
The results of the competition
will not he known until March. when
the videotapes from all participating
colleges will be reviewed by the
judges. SJSU was the first ol 25
schools to host the competition.

from page I

.o.tively seeking the closure of San
Carlos Street since 19)I5. SJSU’s
master plan, which is a set of longrange goals for building plans on
campus, has shown San Carlos
Street as closed lair more than 25
years,

Although the closure of the
street would have been the hest solution, alternatives such as moving
the crosswalk nearer to the Fourth
Street parking garage or having an
officer constantly monitor traffic on
the street have been considered.
Sella’, said
But the university does not
have the resources to provide an officer for the 12 to 14 hours it would
take to monitor the street, he said.
Also, the city of San Jose is
not interested in having the crosswalk moved from its present location on Seventh Street, he said.
J. Handel Evans. SJSU executive vice president, said having an
officer constantly monitoring the
crossing may he unwise.
"To (have an officer) stand
there and ticket jaywalkers is a
questionable endeavor at hest and is
virtually impossible . . . we just
do not have the manpower." Evans
said.
San Carlos Street is a
ii
street and in tinier for the universa
to set up any movable gates. appro
val from the city would he needed.
Evans said.
"Plans for such a project are
tentative at
Evans said.

This change gives the room a
more comfonable look, instead of the
institutional look, he said.
Renovation for dorm residents
may include the installation of cable
TV. This addition is still in the planning stages. hut if approved, the service could he installed as early as fall
19/47. Brown said.
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Radio and TV majors were in the
majority, comprising more than a third
of the pack of contestants. Other disciplines represented included theater,
marketing, advertising, business and
criminal justice. All of the competitors
were men.
This crowd was a hungry pack of
dogs, frothing at the mouth as they
waited to tear into the comedians on
stage. Some jokes could barely he
heard over the shouts find jeers of the
rude throng. who waited voraciously
for a chance to rip into each comedian.
Those competitors who wanted
the attention of the audience had to
wrest it forcibly front the tenacious
grip of the assembled horde. Some of
the hest lines of the night came as responses to the catcalls from the spectators. These comedians definitely
learned to ivr1 will under fire

One ,,,inte,tant, turning

hack

to the crowd as he prepared to deliver a
pike. was heckled with "Hey, man,
what are you doing there** He quickly
responded that he was playing with a
picture ol the hecklers sister.
One contestant, in joking about
can, mentioned the new import. the
Yugo. "Yeah, you go home’... could
be heard from one of the abusive mob.
A film crew was on hand to record the comedians for possible use on
MTV’s Spring Break Special, which
will feature Wang Chung and John
Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band.
A special featuring clips from the competition is also planned Ion possible
production for Shownme cable channel.
Each contestant was given knit
minutes to deliver his material, though
they had little idea of what to expect or
what guidelines to follow until attending a meeting 45 minutes before show time.
The main topics of the night’s
jokes were Sticklets gum (the sponsor
of the event), sex. race. Nancy Reagan, drugs and bodily functions.
Those who attended the show
were given a free pack of Sticklets
gum, while contestants were presented
with a free t -shirt.
The tone of the night was hesi
summed up by Dr. Love, one of the
contestants: "This sure is a lot of run
me,ine nih people!"

John B Lawrence --- Daily staff photograpr

A caged Homo sapicii banters with the audience at the U.S. Colk.ge
Comedy Competition at the Pub Tuesday night.
No. 1

REWARD
$8,000

ENTM

Wanted students interested ii upet ating melt own surninei house painting business with Paint America" student painters for the summer of 1987 A great challenge and learning rot perlorice A real life MBA looks great on a resume. Make
over $8,000 per summer. No experience needed, training pro-

Novel Writers
WANTED
WES
ASSOCIATES
293-8710

. INTERNS A IVA, year extrat urnrular career development prograni in the growing tie1.1
..1,. impensation and benefits is now considering applicants for 1987 89 internship
.
irtunows
Successful candidates work in lull tone paid positions with area or national limn during,
the two surriftlels before graduation and attend required educational seminars in San
Francisco durnig the academic year
IT. INTERNS is for the energenr sophomore seeking to channel academic excellence
toward specific career goals Minimum it/CPA required Deadline for application is Feb 1.1
I9147 Interansfus on Feb lg. 19147 Sign ups avadabk, NOW
Ailditnioal inf. ’Mahon AvAiloble nom Internship Program Si his
from
I.F. INTERNSRegional 1Nrector
International Foundation of Employer, Benefit Plans
183 Buchanan Drive. Sausalito. CA 94965
1415133E9059

vided.

InionevA taught me more alma, pra,
Rialalag Mt 0111/ Palm
any universiiy. It wri% fur from ravy but at Me same fans a 11,1 in far 0,,
ever earned.’
Chris McDonnell (Northwestern UniversityEvanst,ii

... News Flash

The story behind Paint America’ a firm beginning its first year in Milwaukee a typical American success story The business has proved to be extremely
Inly 1986 ArlawaiikPr. Jour, t
erative

FOR THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB CALL

Ext. 541
1-800-423-0471
tlIlyr.,
,,

AVAII Bill F IN SAN FRAN,
HAM I- .111 ANNING AND F’I ACF MFNTL

PIAV ARFA. SAN JOSF
H IF 41,11USINF SS Bull DIA16,

The Intemalional I oundaiton is a Aonwohl odor Atm.! organvanim

05,

Take an easy
cl4ss schechite
Sprmg Semester:
CALTIMIN SPRING SCHEDULE
AM PM

SOUTH-BOUND
la4IN ATAIRFR
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Book offers ideas
to fight terrorism
Hy Jeff Gyula, t,
"Terrorism: How the West
Can Win" must he read by anyone
interested in possible solutions to
the global problem of terrorism.
Edited by Israel’s Ambassador
to the United Nations. Benjamin
Netanyahu, this hook is a collection
of writings by various politicians.
Intellectuals. political activists and
members of the media dealing with
the subject of terrorism.
Immediately Netanyahu defines terrorism and establishes the

Pages
premise that terrorism is war. Then,
the roots (causes) of terrorism are
explored and the sponsors. mainly
the totalitarian regimes (Soviet
Union) and Islamic or Muslim fundalmentalists, of state -terrorism are
identified.
Netanyahu then presents a
strategy with which the West could
wage successful war against terrorism.
Essentially. Netanyahu advocates a "two-front campaign against
terrorism:
a
domestic
battle
whereby the democracies treat terrorism as a variant of organized
crime, and a global battle, which requires a realignment of political attitudes in the West."
Netanyahu offers examples of
successful countries which have either reduced acts of terrorism or virtually stamped it out. He reiterates
that a "policy of principle and
firmness, applied consistently by
the leading democracies can root

out this malignancy (terrorism)
from our civiliaztion."
While some people may he offended by Netanyahu’s "hard line"
against terrorism, this book has
many interesting observations and
points of interest.
There are many interesting articles in this hook, including a piece
dealing with terrorism in the nuclear
age by California Senator Alan
Cranston. But Netanyahu fully controls the editorial content of the
hook.
"Terrorism: How the West
Can Win" concludes with an interesting dialogue between members
of the media. The topic: Do the
media, especially television, cater
to the needs of the terrorist? What
role should the media play in broadcasting terrorist demands, or for that
matter, should the media report
about terrorism?
Interestingly. Netanyahu advocates denying terrorists any form of
media coverage and he makes a
valid argument on his behalf.
Terrorism is not going to miraculously vanish today or tomorrow. Acts of terrorism against the
West. especially against Americans, continues, especially in Beirut
where 10 hostages were abducted in
10 days. When will this madness
against civilization stop?
Netanyitho offers his solutions
to the problem in "Terrorism: How
the West Can Win " Realistically,
his solution, arc viable. Any solution is better than the course the
United States is presently pursuing.

"Take Aim"
A careful Valentine’s Day
was a perfect. romantic date.
/IThey painted the town Valentine
red. Dinner, a show, and dancail! Laughing, they stroll to her
house, not saying anything in particular; both anticipating the evening ahead yet to he shared.
Low lights, quiet music. They
finish a bottle of wine, and cuddle
close on the couch.
From his pocket, he pulls out a
small box with a bright red ribbon,
and hands it to her. She gives him a
poem written on One stationery and
a little package, carefully gift -wrapped.
They open their gifts and find
condoms.
’
seems an appropriate ValenIttine’s gift.
After all, a priest in New York
handed condoms out to his congregation earlier this week. He was advocating safe sex - condoms are
recotnmended as protection against
unwanted pregnancy and commun’cable diseases like AIDS.

"Translations." a dramatic romance written by Brian Friel is presented by the San Jose Repertory Company at the Mongomery
Theatre through Feb. 22. Ticket prices range from $IO to $23, depending on performance date and seating. Call 294-7595 for more information.
Cris loiter and The Hangouts will appear tonight at the Cabaret in
San Jose for its South Bay record release party. Call Ken Baker Publicity Services at (415)864-2331 for information.

Advertisers have found a new
avenue of business with television
commercials promoting condoms.
again in the name of safe sex.
And now San Jose State University’s Associated Students will
take part in National Condom
Week, which appropriately begins
Saturday --- the day for lovers.
A.S. has plans bra three-day
program which will include a safesex workshop, a condom pentathlon
and a film presentation.
Tuesday’s workshop will include information on how to use
condoms. Wednesday’s pentathlon
is a live-event competition. One
event is the water-condom toss, as
opposed to a water-balloon toss.
Thursday will feature a film entitled
*Condom Sense."
The events are geared toward
educating the students bodies about
safe sex. Next week will certainly
he interesting, if not amusing.

Special Sections Manager
Jeff Rausis
Cover Photo by Craig Kohlruss

The AIDS scare might change
people’s attitudes, hut advocatinr,
condom use is not promoting
iscuity. because people are goal.,
continue to have sex.
If condom use is a means to
protect oneself, then it is better to hr
safe than sorry.
There is nothing more unromantic than unwanted pregancy and
disease.

is on the right track. Education is the key.
But some people believe
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Photo Editor
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that by advocating the use of con
doms, society also promotes promiscuity, which is morally wrong.
It’s lily) the old joke that says
aspirin is the best mode of birth CM
trol a woman can have. Just place a
tablet between your knees and hold
tight.
However, most people do nisi
practice celibacy.
Teenage and pre -teen pre,.
nancy numbers are staggcr
Again, education is the best iii

A.S.

vOuJ./

The Entertainer supplement is an arts/entertainment
guide that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Da i ly

Amy L. Pabalan

AVII9 Or’oa 4/710(7)

Calendar
San Jose’s City Lights Theater Conman) presents "Jacques Bret,
through Feb. 28. Performances of the bittersweet cabaret musical are
Thursday through Saturday at It p.m. and on Sundays at 7 p.m. Tickets are $8.50 reserved and $9 at the door. Call 295-8318 for more information.
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Downtown club opts
for DJs, not live bands

Craig Kohtruss-- Daily staff photographer
Manager Dean limier stands in front of San Jose club, the Laundry Works.

Hy Tom Dunlap
of people. I think musicians agree that we have
Live music won’t he heard
more at a to treat a new venue a little better.’
downtown club instrumental to the promotion
The musicians were hopeful that other
,if local bands.
clubs would pick up the slack left by the clo’The Laundry Works, where nearly 140 sure.
hands have played since May. is closing.
Santa Claras Starlite Lounge’s new ownDesparados Inc. has bought the club and. ers are changing the club’s name to T.G.s 2
atter renovating and renaming it, plans to use a and are "experimenting with local bands," Ol1).1 -type music format. Dean Hessler, Laundry iver said.
Works’ general manager. said.
The owners of The Oasds, a San Francisco
The club will change hands on Feb. 22 or club, are opening a second club by the same
23, hut tomorrow night is the last night hands name on San Jose’s First and St. James streets
v. ill play there, Hessler said.
in the spring. McFarland said.
The Laundry Works’ owner had wanted to
The Oasis will give live -music fans a
sell the club for more than a year for financial
chance to hear national and local hands, Oliver
reasons. Hessler said.
said.
Musicians agreed that the closing will hun
But neither one will replace the Laundry
local hands.
Works, formerly a bakery and Chinese laun"It’s a real blow to the South Bay’s new
dry. for giving local groups a chance to play.
music scene. said Mike McFarland. guitarist
Hessler said.
and saxophone player for Kooch Bahar.
More than just a chance, the club showed
"It leaves a big hole for local hands."
its commitment to the South Bay music scene
Grey Matter’s manager Mike Trip said.
by scheduling three hands per night, four to
There are clubs in the area that feature
five nights a week.
local bands, hut not with the devotion that the
That commiument included alternative
Laundry Works showed, Trip said.
Forms of music like wave/pop. cowpunk, rockThe Cabaret in San Jose doesn’t hook
abilly and spike -haired polka music.
modem shows very often, and One Step BePlaying on stage at the club gave a lot of
yond has cut back on hooking local bands, he
local hands the confidence to put out albums.
said.
Hessler said.
"We’ll continue to play the Spartan Pub.
"If you were any good, he’d hook you on
but the Pub is more for students to drink beer,
a monthly basis," McFarland said.
not for listening to music," Trip said.
Hessler, wanting the club to end with a
One member of Kooch Bahar said the hang, hooked a 22 -hand, three -night festival
conduct of some musicians and club patrons that began last night.
was responsible for the new owners’ decision
The festival continues tonight at seven
to not play live music.
"The bathrooms were a mess and there with Heroic Airmen. Dinner With the Browns.
were holes punched in the walls upstairs Kooch Bahar, Soul Senders, London Down,
(where the hands stayed)," Kooch Bahar The Kettles, The Endmen, and Pitch Yaw.
The Kingpins and Grey Matter highlight
drummer Dave Oliver said. "Some people
tominorrow night’s show, the last night live
blew it for everyone.
"The new owners don’t want those kind music will he heard at the Laundry Works.

Body builders flaunt physiques at meet
By Judith Fought
Thick, tan bodies lined up across the stage. Each was generously smothered with oil to make it appear smooth and flawless. Muscles were protuding from all pans of the flesh. They
were near-perfect specimens of the male physique.
The wonderful objects were on display at the 1987 San
Jose Body building Competition held at the Civic Auditorium
on Jan. 31.
The pre -judging began at 9 a.m. Contestants in each
weight class were judged against each other on nine basic
poses and an individual 60-second routine.
"Pre -judging is the technical aspect of bodybuilding,
where you go through your compulsaries and compositions,"
said Many Lingle. 33. a contestant in the Men Unlimited
Heavyweight division and owner of his own gym.
"They judge you on muscular development, definition.
symmetry, and a combination of."
After the preliminaries are completed. the competitors
had an agoni/ing wait. Only the top five in each weight class
will be in the finals. hut they are not announced until the show
started at 7 p.m.
"Give it your hest," said Don Markley. a 31 year-old
production planner at Food Machinery Corporation and a competitor in the heavyweight novice men division. "Sometimes
you have your had days, hut you got to keep at it. Once you
build up, you have got to stay with it."
Dan Citauskas, who will he graduating this spring from
SJSU with a criminal justice degree, knows how important it is
to he in top condition.
"I took fourth place in the middleweight (division) last
year. I didn’t do very good." he said.
"I got the flu one and a half weeks before the competition. Everything went wrong -- I just wasn’t ready," Cizauskas said.
This year he set out to do better.
"A few months before the competition I start dieting,

counting my calories. It’s a low -lat, high -protein. complex
carbohydrate diet. It’s basic fish and chicken, and a lot of oatmeal." he said as he made a face.
Its 7:40 p.m.. the finals are starting late, and the contestants are nervously awaiting the judges’ decision.
Markey has an anxious, hut realistic view of his performance.
"I looked really smooth. My posing was right. Regardless if Intake finals. I know I did a good job." he said.
The finals are ’the competition.’ The participants really
show their stuff and the audience comes alive.
"The evening show is the show business part of it. You
do a routine to music where people in the audience are screaming and yelling. It’s a lot of excitement, a lot of activity. said
Lingle.
Markey didn’t make it to the finals, hut Cizauskas and
Lingle did.
Each finalists stands on a platform that is in the center of
the stage. The lights go down and a spotlight beams upon
them. They perform a 90-second posing routine accompanied
by their choice of music.
Some of the contestants appear to he simply going from
position to position without much thought. Others give performances that have real artistic style and are carefully choreographed as they gracefully glide into each pose.
Lingle finished second in the Heavyweight Unlimited
Men division while Citauskas prediction had come true. The
well-built Spartan placed first in the Light Heavyweight Unlimited Men’s division.
All the trophies have been awarded and most of the crowd
has gone home.
The participants are no longer clad in colorful trunks and
their bodies do not shimmer with oil. Their tans seem to have
faded. They are tired. Perhaps they will take it easy hut they
will all go hack to the gym to try once again to be a perfect
specimen of the male anatomy.

4

ysa p tograp er
Bret J Polvorosa
John Sousa places third in the iniddle-ueight division.
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Dragons. clowns. dancers and nearly 8011,Ono
people honored the age-old tradition of warding 011
evil spirits and wishing everyone good luck and good
fortune.
"Gung Hay Fat Choy," rang through the street,
of downtown San Francisco in the Chinese New
Year’s celebration.
On Interstate 280, serious preparation or the pa
rade began. A bus, decorated with the KOMI’: radio
station logo was on its way to the festivities.
"This is the official KOME-style wave," said
disc .tocke Stephen Page, as he glided a regal su
ot his hand. "It’s like the Ronnie and Nancy wave...
So the K()ME rockers, the untold story of the
parade, were off. And, what were they bringing to
this historical event?
"The bus is our float," said Christine Ayler.
ROME hookeeper. Honoring the year of the hare, the
talented, ambitious. discriminating KOME bunnies
would stride along the bus.
KOME rabbit. David Baronfeld, and sales man
ager talked about the new generation of rabbits. "I
don’t hop." he said. "I march to the beat of the
drums."
But the rabbit’s daughter Jordan. knew sonic
thing was fishy. "He’s a pretend rabbit. Ills head
comes off."
The explosion of fireworks marked the hegininc
of Saturday night’s parade. Rows of people lined he

Saturday’s San Francisco Chinese New Year
parade celebrated the holiday with the hanging of
the gong abov e I and musicians playing (right

Photos by Craig Kohlruss
Text by Elisha Arnone
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territorial rights. "People walk by and respect our
space.
Another man. wearing a Chinese silk coat, explained he was dressed for the (iccasion. "I found this
shirt in a rummage sale." David Menn ()I Oakland
said. "The best pan of the parade is the marching
band music,’’ he said. "I like to wave too."
Back to the KOME hus, the four bunnies were
dancing and throwing that good ()I’ gipper wave iii
the crowd.
"At least they won’t have to use a bunny
scooper after they pass." said Doug Skinner, a spectator and San Francisco resident.
The highlight of the parade. more anticipated
strccts, stood on ilk: k;sJpes, on top ot buildings, in than the KOMI’. bus, was the giant dragon. Flaming
parking garages. on cars, packed together from Mar- with red lights, the beast tig-tagged through the
street. About 100 people are inside the dragon cosket Street to Chinatown.
The participants of the parade were excited. A tume. Lee Poon said, member of the Leon Kuan
clown named "Y -NOT." or Tony backwards, said White Crane Kung Fu Club.
The dragon, marking the end of the parade, is a
’I love to he what you kids call me. a clown." Tony
Benveniste represented the Peninsula Shrine Club symbol of fortune and good luck. "It’s a great experi
which has participated in the parade since it began 34 ence you do only once a year.’’ said Jody Bennett one
of the runners inside the dragon.
years ago.
What brings people to the celebration? "The vaThe New Year’s celebration ended at the Transriety. everyone likes the atmosphere." said Steve america building on Columbus and Montgomery.
Rogers, an Oregon resident. "It’s a major event." he
The KOME bus loaded up, and the over-worked
;aid.
rabbits went in the hack to sleep, and wait for the next
Some people like to hang out. Standing against a year of the rabbit, 1999, and the chance to strut their
building Noel McCarthy. and his friends talked about wave.

links of the long dragon are supported by several people as they tig-iag quickly down the streets. Dragons are the sy mhol of good luck.
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Gallery premieres at mall
Shoppers delight in art
Deborah I; (;z4culan
A casual glance inside may not
impress the average mall shopper.
But for those who take the time, a
stroll through the Martin Lawrence
Gallery in the Valley Fair shopping
mall could he the start of a new and
exciting relationship.
Last week’s first exhibition of
original works by Mark King presented a chance for serious art
lovers and investors to meet the artist who captures both a mood and a
moment in each piece he creates.
The show included some ol his
recent original acrylics, gouaches
and serigraphs. Acrylics are painted
on canvas and have a heavy paint
texture. Gouaches. like watercolors. are done on paper.
Serigraphs are enamel or
acrylic base paint done on paper in a
stencil -like technique like silk
screens. said Kay Zwicken. the gallery director.
King. who has lived in Europe
and India, uses his observation of
events and moods to create a style
tic calls "ah.tract ?mixes

sionism.’’ In this w a) , he combines
the sensation -of-the -moment of impressionism and still subdues the actual romi of modem figures.
The result is a delightful blend
of old and new which gives the art
lover a chance to appreciate a step
in time in a world that combines
reality and the imagination of the
artist.
The art show is part of a nation-wide tour sponsored by Martin
Lawrence Galleries, who signed
King last September. Martin l.mx rence Galleries are owned and operated by Martin Lawrence Limited
Editions. Inc., who publish. wholesale and retail both fine and allOrdahie art.
For the interested buyer, an
may merely be an investment. But
for the art lover the actual process of
buying a piece may take months because a piece usually reflects a
mood or feeling a person connects
with.
Last week’s art show seemed
to have more art lovers and observers than real investors. Everyone

Sixties’ trio release
timely folk album
B.1 ollark tg)yet
The time seems only right for a
new album by Peter Yarrow. Noel
"Paul" and Mary Travers. The trio.
better known as Peter. Paul and
Mary, hit its stride when in the ’60s
college students were protesting the
Vietnam war and for civil rights.
Today, with an array of people
speaking
and not lust students

Tracks
out against military buildup in Central America and human rights. the
time is right for the folk song trio to
release its first album in nine years.
"No Easy Walk to Freedom."
contains II/ songs ranging from love
to baseball and from the environment to politics.
The most political song. "El
Salvador. tells how daily life in El
Salvador is controlled by rival factions. Through all the battles between government troops and rebels, one can’t help hut feel sorry
for those caught in the line of fire,
the relugees.
The song, written after Yarrow
and Traves visited the war-torn
country, adds that the United States
gives financial aid the country, and
ines to tell that the money is spent
on the civil war. Because of this,
the song concludes that the United
States should "...get out of El Salvador.
The title track, could easily
have been chosen as the song of the
march through Forsyth County. Ga.
a few weeks ago. The song talks
about the civil rights movement in
the 50’s and 60’s. and how people
who still want freedom have to keep

on marching in order Inc their
voices to he heard.
In spite of the downness that
one feel from hearing Peter. Paul
and Mary. the trio still give some
hope. The last cut on side two.
"Light One Candle. says that we
the people must keep on speaking
out for human rights, and never forget the oppressed.
"We must keep on the candle
burning bright in order for the rest
of world to survive," the chorus
says.
Politics doesn’t dominate the
album. "Weave Me the Sunshine."
ranks up their with "It I Had a
Hammer - The Hammer Song."
and "Puff the Magic Dragon. as
camp song classics. "Weave Me
the Sunshine" asks for the sun to
shine on the children of the world,
make them safe from the dangers of
the world.
Love was also discussed in the
album with the songs. "I’d Rather
Be in love, and "State of Heart.
Traves sings "I’d Rather he in
Love." She talks what life in paradise would he like, hut in the end,
she is content with being in love.
"State of Heart," deals with
what love should he. It’s a touching
song that can chill the heart of any
cynic.
"Right Field dealings with
children playing baseball. The cut
tells how a school sandlot team
chooses sides and where the children end up playing on the field.
The album, released on Gold
Castle Records through Polygram.
shows that old groups from the 60’s
with political causes haven’t gone
away. Find a cause, and they will
return.

Edward Ledesma Daily staff photographer
Artist Mark King (left) speaks to a potential buyer at his one-man show.
imaginable, from children to grand- gold). the action and beauty of India maybe even created a new one.
"Art must he tailored to the
parents, paraded through the gray seemed to flood the gallery .
"Most of the pieces are of lo- person and his needs. You can give
and black gallery. most stopping in
front of King’s largest piece in the cales where I’ve been. I like to him exposure and then the art sells
move in different subjects so I don’t itself. I just want them to buy somegallery titled "Elephant Family.
thing they like." said Eric Swain, a
The piece was skillfully ar- get tired of them," King said.
The pieces being shown ranged consultant at the gallery.
ranged on the hack wall of the galArt is open to interpretation
to
vivid
seaports
from
light
pastels
lery and seemed to draw people because of the magnetic glare of the and concert scenes. For any and and the difference between an origicharging elephant. In subtle earth every mood there seemed to he a nal and a print is how much value
tones I brass ns and s :trims shades of piece which captured a memory or the buyer puts into it.

Rumors tame ’Rhythm Corps’
By Elisha Arnone
It’s not the kind of music that tops the pop
charts. It’s not the kind that only a select audience
could appreciate But Epic Rumors, formerly

Tracks
called Rhythm Corps, has combined the hest of
both worlds in its music by presenting a serious
album that also fits into the popular market.
Each of the six songs on the album stands on
its own merits. The album, also called "Epic Rumors," sounds good the first time you listen to it.
But it’s definitely not a top-ten hit formula to stardom.
Listening to the album, you’ll find that "Epic
Rumors" actually is a thoughtful group of songs.
Sonic groups can put out a gtxxi song, hut unfortunately can’t come up with another idea for the rest
of the album. "Epic Rumors has definitely overcome that obstacle.
Epic Rumors sounds a lot like 1.12, hut the
music has more of a dance heat to it. The hand will
launch its album with a record -release party tonight at One Step Beyond in Santa Clara.
A San Jose hand. Epic Rumors has played

with other groups like Katrina and the Waves.
Hunters and Collectors, the Church, Doctor and
the Medics, and Let’s Active.
The song "At the Edge of Heaven" can compete with the best of artists. Crisp guitar, vocals.
drums and bass make for a powerful medley of talent. Each component of the music is strong, and as
a whole they definitely complement each other.
"Crack The Sky" combines powerful guitar
music, with easy vocals. Throughout the album.
the strength of the lead vocals vies for power with
musical solos. The variations in the music is refreshing.
Epic Rumors placed first in the KSJS section
of the College Music Journal contest with "Crack
the Sky" last August.
One complaint of the album is "Fade to
Black." Here, a talented group has fallen down
into the depths of a Loverhoy song. "Fade to
Black" is a little too popularized and repetetive.
Epic Rumors definitely has more talent than
groups that think creativity is repetition.
pOSSINC that for their first album Epic Rumors wants to play it safe. The recording is tame.
hut that’s not to say it’s simple. They have raised
the standards of popular music.

Yugoslavian pianist surprises audience
By Lisa Bobodillo
If anyone in the audience came
to Ivo Pogorelich’s perl0rmance expecting to experience a traditional
classical piano perlormance. they

Music
were in for a shock: tradition was
nowhere to he found at this concert.
The controversial Yugoslavian
pianist performed at San Francisco’s Davies Symphony Hall on Jan.
29 to an either enthused or confused
audience. That is, either the audience came to the performance and

His performance ranged from
left surprised, angered or delighted.
Needless to say, this was a concert one extreme to another: from dreadfully slow to fast, from almost inauof extremes.
The fact that Pogorelich per- dibly soft to aggressive and loud.
Pogorelich performed Chopin.
formed skillfully is obvious. He has
won First Prize in the Montreal In- Scarlatti and Beethoven to a zealous
ternational Competition, won five audience. Returning for four enYugoslavian competitions, and in cores, Pogorelich was well -received
1978, he won the Casagrande Com- by those who were prepared for his
petition in Italy. He has appeared in style.
And to another extreme, as enCarnegie Hall, London. Paris.
Amsterdam, Tel Aviv and other cores. Pogorelich sent the audience
chuckling as he played every pianocountries around the world.
It is not his skill that is contro- players recital piece. Fur Elise, and
versial or questionable, hut his style tipped through Moral’s Alla
Turca, seemingly in record time.
and interpretation.
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’Icicle Works’ chills crowd

By Diane M Bejarano
Everyone is entitled to one
had night. The Icicle Works’ show
at One Step Beyond in Santa Clara
was a dismal affair.
For a man who "demands attention," lead singer/songwriter/guitarist. Ian McNabb, did not get
it.
The music was not the problem. The Icicle Works did a nonstop hour and a half performance.
The hand played new songs
I mm their upcoming untitled
album to he released Feb. 22 in

England
The Jan. 28 audience of
about 3(8). resigned itself to a trance -like state the entire set. It
came alive near the end for the
to
a
"Whisper
obligatory
Scream." Other than that, the
Liverpool
legendary
hand from
couldn’t get a rise from the crowd.
It was scary.
Maybe they were enthralled
by the experience of Icicle
Works’. McNabb. Chris Laynne
on bass guitar and Chris Sharrock
on drums.

Maybe they acre at the
wrong show.
Maybe they were bored.
Maybe McNabb can explain
what happened.
"It was weird there when nobody clapped all the way through.
And at the end (they) go . . . (he
claps once.)
"I think its because they only
knew one song. Well, it might he
because we really weren’t putting
enough into it because we were
tired. We weren’t leaping around.
"I think most of them
haven’t seen us before. But I think
the way we performed was pretty
laid back. I mean we weren’t laid
hack; we were tired," McNabb
said in a subdued Liverpool accent.
Blame it on the show the
night before and a long road trip
from Los Angeles.
Albeit.
McNabb’s voice
wasn’t his usual pristine command, hut it had depth and was
saved by Laynnes lilting harmonies.
McNabb gave an eyes-closed
delivery and only opened them to
smile and say ’Thank you.’
The hand does not have an
1,1101-1k .111 1,1h I .inl
1114mm-is are

hard to get here
Almost every song was new,
hut not had.
The hest offerings were "Understanding Jane" and "Who Do
You Want for Your Love."
"Understanding Jane" was
introduced with McNabb’s Fender
Stratocaster squealing, pleading
and breaking into a Chuck Berryflavoted rock and roll ditty about
his desire for the belle of the pool
hall.
"Who Do You Want for
Your Love" is perfect pop, with
McNabb warning you "better
make up your mind ’cause time is
passing . . . You’ll he left behind."
Icicle Works’ songs are quite
eclectic, from the Pink Floyd-ish
epic "When It All Comes
Down," to the tom-toms on real
drums by Sharrock and churning
guitar on "Little Girl Lost."
The guitar work of McNabb
is the stronghold, whether it be
strumming ala Neil Young or
building to heavy metal aggression
with his Fender.
Comparisons of the Doors.
The Who. and Led Zeppelin also
came to mind, except McNabb
and crew actually have funk and

pop sensibilities.
The trio was augmented by
session keyboard player. Dave
Green from Manchester, England.
Fun was to he had when
McNabb stopped everything for a
cover of The Who’s ’Substitute. "
For an encore, yes, encore,
McNabb assaulted the microphone
stand Jimi Hendnx-style, with his
guitar.
"We flaunt our influences."
McNabb said as he talked about
radio, recording, touring, music
and guitars.
It’s really had when "nobody
wants to listen, nobody wants to
buy your new record.
"People slag it off when you
think it’s really good. Admittedly.
working hard on an album doesn’t
mean that people should automatically think that it’s good.
"I respect people’s opinions.
But I reserve the nght to disagree
with them. he said. He described
good when the albums sell and the
halls are packed.
Although commercial success is elusive, they are not quite
starving. "We get to eat at Denny’s, $4.99 shrimp dinner. Being
in a hand is like nothing else. I
couldn’t do a nine to five job."

Icicle Works’ drummer.
(’hris Sharrock, quietly
plays tahoseb while lead
singer Ian McNabb takes
center stage with his guitar
(right).

Photos by
George Sakkestad
Text by
Diane M. Bejarano

Battling brat bands behave rudely, crudely
By Lisa Bobadilla
The Beastie Boys/Fishhone concert at
the Flint Center on Feb 4 could be appropriately labeled the "battle of the brats.
The only thing the hands had in common
was youth, and obnoxious, if not rude. attitudes. The opening act. Murphy’s Law, is a
New York hardcore hand. Fishbone is a . Los
Angeles ska hand and the Beastie Boys are a
rapping trio.
Each group used four-letter words incessantly and performed energetically. vying for
crowd approval. The crowd, however, came
primarily to see the Beastie Boys. and didn’t
seem to get into the show until the rude boys

came to stage.
Fishhone followed the opening hand
with an energetic, tumbling act and good, fun
music. The crowd, however, still seemed to
need a jump start. despite Fishhone’s contagious energy.
They slammed into each other. did flips
and landed on their backs, and ran back and
forth across the stage. tossing their horns to
roadies on the side of the stage, then catching
(hem again, without missing horn cues. Fish hone’ s music is a fusion of funk, pop. ska and
punk energy.
But it was the Beastie Boys the crowd
came to see, and any obnoxious behavior

from the previous acts was wiped out of
memory by their stage show. They had every
rocker’s dream props on stage with them. The
disc jockey, or mixer, the person who
scratches disks for the boys, was propped in a
console, made to look like every had kid’s
dream -- a 10-foot high six-pack of Budweiser.
Of course, to complement this image.
the boys spit beer at the audience, squirted
and poured shaken -beer cans at them, and
threw cans of beer into the pubescent crowd.
In addition, on the stage was a bra and
mini -skirt clad woman dancing in a cage.
MCA, one of the Beastie Boys, climbed into

the cage and takeil sex. one ol the more ul gar parts of the show.
The rest of the concert was a hunch of
groin-grahhing, swearing and beer-swigging
to hedonistic raps. Of course, the audience
rapped along with the trio, dancing on their
seats and in the aisles.
The concert ended with "Fight For Your
Right (To Party." the Beastie Boys’ recent
MTV hit. A bunch of girls were pulled
onstage, were felt-up by the performers.
Then a hunch of guys jumped on stage and
Felt the girls up; the stage was total chaos and
the house lights came on.
It seemed an appropriate ending.
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Play confronts reincarnation of Hitler
Bt Deburah J. Kaplan
A past -life therapist encounters, through
the body of an innocent housewife, the soul
of Adolf Hitler.
The therapist Is a concentration camp
sun/Ivor.

This is the premise in a new play called
"Beyond December by Ken Hollingwodh
at the Drama Studio London in Berkeley.
Although the horrors of Nazi Germany
are explored in the play. the main thrust centers around the theory of reincarnation as a

dele Proom and 1.isa Cooke share a tense moment in "Beyond December."

tomi of therapy
Hollingswodh, the son of a Methodist
minister, chose the Hitler-survivor conflict
because it dramatically illustrates the eerie
qualities of reincarnation, he said.
Veteran actress Adele Proom. plays
Irma Gelb. a Dachau survivor whose family
was exterminated by the Nazis. In an effort to
put her life hack together she opens a therapy
practice using reincarnation and past -life recall.
Irma’s intentions are to help people
come to terms with the hostility that can arise
when a soul is conflicting and overlapping
with the subcimsious of a physical being.
The soul comes into Irma’s life in the
form of an innocent housewife named Allison Smith. played by Lisa Cooke. Allison
has been experiencing violent dreams of destruction and she doesn’t know where they
are coming from.
Irma decides to take Allison through a
regression, hoping to find out who the soul
belonged to in the past and confronting the
hostility.
Not long into the session. Irma realize’s
that she is talking to Hitler.
The play tended to drag a hit, as the anticipation to see Irma confront the alien soul
mounted.
The tension was certainly building hut
the resolution of that turning point was anticlimactic. Irma’s reaction to the soul was too

angry. too quickly The shock factor wasn’t
adequately taken into consideration.
The standout of the play comes in the
form of Allison’s multi -dimensional character.
Her role encompasses not only the naive
housewife, hut also Hider, a generic evil soul
with a monotone voice that was downright
eerie, a member of the Reich that sterilized
Irma and used her as his whore and finally.
Irma’s mother.
That kind ot stretch or an actress is sers
difficult and Cooke did a good _lob 01 pulling
it off.
The main attraction to the play is its in
tensity . Irma’s confrontation with the es ii
lorce is emotionally exhausting, for both the
actor and the audience.
The content of the play is philisophical
and the premise a bit far-fetched hut the acting is something to see.
"Beyond December is playing at I Am don Drama School at Berkeley located at
2325 Fourth Street in Berkeley. It begins at ti
p.m. Thursday through Sunday, until March
K. There is also a matinee show on Sundays
at 2 p.m. Admission is $10 on Fridays and
Saturdays; S9 on Thursdays and Sundays.
Senior, student and group rates are available.
For information call (415) 763-1986.

Viewers take nostalgic trip in ’Radio Days’
By Deborah G. Guadan
A quick look at the line promises disappointment but through
some sort of miracle you get in.
Woody
Allen’s
"Radio
Days," is one of those rare films
that touches every family member,
young and old.
For those old enough to remember what family life was like in
the late ’30s and ’40s, it is a nostalgic trip back that will surely bring
both laughter and tears.
The film is narrated by Allen
and describes the joy and adventure
radio brought to the families in
Rockaway at the beginning of
World War II.
Familiar scenes that occur in

every family engage the viewer
from the beginning.
Andrew is a young boy who
listens to the radii) devotedly and
dreams of helping his heroes the
Masked Avenger and Bill Baxter.
In one scene Andrew’s mother
yells at him to stop listening to the
radio so much because it will "ruin
him." She also remarks. completely characteristic of parents, that
adults can listen to the radio more
because they already are ruined.
I.ike any large family there
must he the token unmarried aunt
who yearns for married life. Aunt
Bea goes out on dates looking for a
perfect man and dumps one of her
boyfriends because he wears white

socks with his black pants
One of the funniest scenes is
Allen’s comment not only on Jewish tradition but on all religious
practices. Uncle Abe is sent to the
neighbors because they refuse to observe the Jewish law of silence and
prayer during the High Holy Days.
After an hour. with the neighbors’ radio still blaring. Uncle Abe
returns convinced by the neighbors
that "religion is the opium of the
masses" and he needs to gain control of his own spirituality. His wife
berates him and as he develops
chest pains she says it is God’s punishment. Fortunately, it is only the
large lunch he ate.
Viewers too young to recall

Film clearly lacks heart and humor
By Mark J 0)(7.
"Crystal Heart" is like MTV since both feature
quick -scene videos trying to plug music.
Songs in the film by New World are played one
after another. After a while, they all start to sound
alike.
What crystalness remained after the promoting of
the sound track was shattered with average acting,
weak directing and had humor, as "Crystal Heart"
turned more into crystal mush.
The film.stars Lee Curreri (better known as Bruno
from the film and television series, "Fame") as
Christopher Newley. a 22 -year-old who is forced to
live in a sterile environment because of a failure in his
immune system.
He also has strong feelings for up-and-coming
rock singer Alley Daniels. played by Tawny Kitaen (01
"Bachelor Party"). He has sent her letters telling of
his condition. His latest letter tells of a dream in which
she sings music that he has written. She finally decides
to meet him, and after a slow start they become good
friends, and eventually fall in love.
Even if they are in love, they can’t express their
feelings due to tio glass wall as their barrier. They do
"make love," but doing it with a window as a harrier

can turn one’s stomach instead of the heart.
If that’s not enough. Daniels is already having an
affair with her manager Jean-Claude (Simon Andreu)
She has the affair because he promises to help her ca
reer and he announces a European tour, which is supposed to last eight weeks.
In anger and desperation. Newley storms out ()I
his room, and starts to explore Los Angeles. the city he
has heard some much about. How anyone whose in)
mune system is suppose to non-existent can survive lit
minutes walking around Los Angeles on a ts.pical
smoggy day is beyond reason.
The music was repetitous and boring. v(.1111 ie.(
songs supposedly sung by Kitaen. There was a rumoi
that someone would sing the songs over Kitaen, and
another said that Kitaen would sing the songs on her
own.
If the latter were the case, then hearing her sing
once was more than enough. Ti) hear her sing three
times was overdoing it a lot.
It was hard to tell if the film was promoting an
album, or if the music was promoting the film. The
film tries to he emotional, and hopes to tug at hearts.
hut instead it only makes many gasp.

this era are caught up in the innocence and charm of the time. The
glitter of New York society is at its
hest and Allen’s presentation makes
you want to go hack in time.
Nightclubs and affairs surround the stars of the radio shows.
Mia Farrow. as Sally White, is an
actress who works as a cigarette
girl.
Being in the wrong place at the
wrong time enables her to take diction lessons and hide her Bronx accent.
Soon she is a star and goes
hack to the nightclub where she
once worked, a true success story.
No matter what she wears. I arrow
41111111MINIM

The glitter of New
York society is at its
best.
radiates the "I don’t know and I
don’t wanna know" image of the
’40s dame. Her character is completely stereotypical hut she still
makes you laugh.
"Radio Days" is a film for everyone who has ever wondered what
life was like before television.
Somehow, it makes you wonder if
our society really has grown for the
heiter
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